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Reuven Firestone

Civilisations Need Not clash

RACISM SHRIEKS OUT OF
THIS RABBI'S WORDS
lunch. ``Why are you so quiet?"
THE he
EDITOR
asked. TOOK
"Why aren't
ME TO
you
more challenging and controversial?

Why don't you take issue with other
sections of the community?"
"You are not the first person to ask
me that," I replied.
"First, I am a Jewish pluralist. I have

a real passion for Refomi Judaism and
think that it has a lot to offer a lot of
Jews. But I do not believe that it contains all Jewish truth. I think that all
sections of the Jewish community have
their importance and value and the survival of the community depends on all
of us.
Second, I really do not like kicking
my fellow Jews when they're down. I
suppose that my subconscious is saying that there but for the grace of

Hashem go I.
Third, we have a unique set up in
this country with an established
`church' , the United Synagogue and an
`Archbishop of canterbury' in the Chief
Rabbi. If I were them I would defend
that position for all it is worth. It is a
huge problem for us but one has to be
realistic.

Finally, and most importantly, I do
not think it plays well with
British Jewry".
"What
doesn't?"
said
the
Editor. ``Publicly challenging the Jewish establishment and having public
slanging matches," I replied. "There is
absolutely no evidence whatsoever that
it works. It makes good newspaper
copy, I understand that, but it does not
bring us in more members."

"Jonathan Sacks and I, as you know,

have been trying to work out a 7#oc7a/s
w.ve#c7z. for years. The problematic issues are tackled behind the scenes

where there is more scope for manoeuvre than in the glare of the press. You
may remember us coming out with a
fomulation quite recently:
`Religious differences, which should

always
be
treated
with
respect, should not prevent different
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sections of the community from working together for the common good.
Indeed, wherever they can do so, they
must do so'."
The Editor looked decidedly
unconvinced
and,
being
an
unreconstructed 1960s liberal, I could

understand why. When in doubt, talk so I went on: "The problem arises for
me when I flnd it impossible to respect
the difference, the other point of view.
Let me give you an instance which is
playing on my mind at the moment.
"A couple of weeks ago the Jewish
Chronicle ran a prominent headline over
an article in which they reported a
speech by the former Sephardi Chief
Rabbi of Israel, Ovadiah Yosef. He said
explicitly that Hurricane Katrina had
been God's punishment for George
Bush's support for the withdrawal from
Gaza. He went on to say that the victims had been poor blacks because you
could not expect Torah amongst blacks
and blacks do not have a God. The term
blacks, by the way, was his term not
mine. The article went on to quote other
"sages" - a renowned kabbalist, for in-

stance -saying the same sort of thing.
"I was shocked rigid," I plunged on.
"But what shocked me most was that
there was no editorial comment. Not
one single letter, I am told, was received, let alone published, protesting.
The JC had to commission a response
from a lay leader of the orthodox community, Lord Winston".
The Editor was not surprised. "I
think that a lot of British Jews feel that
since it was said in Israel rather than
here it does not concern them. It is not
news -we have heard that sort of thing
before. And I think that some would say
that be is a great Torah scholar who has
made an outstanding contribution to

Torah leaning and we would not want
to damage his reputation as a Torah.
scholar by attacking his bizarre
political views."

I shook my head. "You may be right
as far as some are concerned," I said,
"but I think this has a lot to do with that

UJIA research report -Beyond Belonging by Steven M Cohen and Keith Kahn
Harris - that says that the British Jewish community is unique in its
obsession with authenticity. Although
most people do not want it for themselves,theythinkthatfar-rightJudaism,
¢crrec7z. Judaism is the real thing, they

respect those you call Torah scholars as
being exponents of authentic Judaism
and they do not appreciate attacks on
their mesfez4gcrses whereas they mind far
less attacks on the 7„eLsfecfgcrses of those

of us who are, in many ways, closer to
them."
The Editor was right. What Ovadiah
Yosef said has been said before. "But it
is a total perversion of Jewish theology," I ranted, "mainstream Judaism
does not look at tsunamis, earthquakes
and hurricanes and trumpet divine retribution. Think of the ending of the
Book of Jonah in which Jonah demands
punishment for the sinful people of
Nineveh and God asks rhetorically
whether God should not have compassion on 120,000 people who do not
know their right hand from their left.
The idea that God kills innocent cbildren as punishment for the alleged sins
of political leaders is a fez.//a!/ ffczsfee7",

a profanation of God's name. The remarks were not only theologically
offensive but morally appalling. Racism shrieks out of almost every word.
Since I have started my tirade, I might
as well fi,iish by saying that such remarks are hugely damaging to the
Jewish people, branding us all with
those views and allowing our enemies
to pigeonhole us along with the fanatics and ideologues of extremist Islam
and fundamentalist Christianity.
In the last analysis, I really do not
think that British Jewry wants to hear
this, I concluded. "It shatters illusions
and undermines their faith in where
authenticity and truth lies. But even I
place limits on tactics and realism. I am
more than up for invitations to say so
publicly."
I am still waiting I-

WHY 17(T MESSAGES
ARE NOT ENOUGH
returned to England after a
THREE
twelve-year
YEARS
absenceAGO,
to becomeI
Director of Jewish Renewal at the
UJIA. I had spent the preceding years
mostly in Israel with a three-year stay
in the United States in the mid-late
nineties. I have thus been privileged to
live and work in three great Jewish
communities, all of whom are
undergoing tremendous changes in
both structure and identification.
The British context, and particularly
the London one, seems so different
from the others. The city is among the
most multicultural and diverse in the
world. The people, languages, dress
and foods that one experiences in this
city have created an international
environment that is both exciting and
challenging for those of us committed
to developing our particularistic
culture. Recent events serve to
highlight the challenge facing
London's citizens.
The multicultural environment
means that Judaism in the UK is no
longer defined as `other' against white
Christianity alone. London comprises
such a large number of nationalities,
ethnic groups and religions that
Judaism is just one of many `others'
struggling to be heard. Metaphors such
as `Mosaic', `Rainbow' or `Melting
Pot' are attempts to label this

phenomenon. They fail to do justice to
the dynamism and tension that
accompany the contemporary context.
Outside of major cities, more of a
British - English, Scottish, Welsh,
Irish - culture may prevail but urban
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Michael Wegier
Britain, where most Jews live, looks
very different.
The question of `continuity' or
`survival'

for

ethnic/religious

minorities in multicultural Britain is
beginning to mirror the American
experience where Judaism has long
been one of many ethnic groups
contributing to the American story.
Following on from the American
Jewish panic at the intermarriage
figures that emerged in the early 1990s,
the UK community has also placed
education at the forefront of its
concern. This is the single biggest
change that I have noticed in the
community. My job is just one
outcome of how this concern is
addressed by the UJIA. In the
American experience, the failure of the
community to preserve its ethnic
distinctiveness has seen the children of
the less committed members of Reform
and Conservative families leave Jewish
life in droves.
In Britain, the last decade has seen
an enormous investment in Jewish day
schools. They cater for the types of
Jews who would never have attended
sectarian schools just one generation
ago. As a graduate of a Jewish primary
school in the 1970s, I was struck by
how few of my United Synagogue
friends attended one. We were a small
minority. In the non-orthodox sector,
the figures were even lower. Today, in
many parts of the Jewish community it

is now the nomi to attend a Jewish
primary school. Indeed, for some
parents, the motivation to send children
to a Jewish school may be less about
the content of Jewish education and
more about a desire to ensure Jewish
friends for their children. They are
conscious that ethnicity is waning and
they are concerned to strengthen it with
a more systematic educational
enrichment.
Whatever the motivations might be,
the large and still growing number of
children in Jewish day schools enables
the community to devote both financial
and intellectual capital to determining
what kind of Jewish world we want to
transmit to our children.
The phenomenon of Jewish day
schools is a blessing but it may come at
a certain cost. Parents provide the
foremost influence on their children's
commitment to Jewish living. If Jewish
day school leads parents to abrogate
their own responsibility to provide a
meaningful Jewish home, it is unclean
just how effective the schools can be in
nurturing a new generation of
religiously or culturally committed
Jews, as opposed to ethnic ones. The
school cannot simply replace the home
or the synagogue as the place where
`Jewish' happens. Rather, parents must
be supported by s%#/s and schools to
resume their rightful role as Jewish
mentors for their children.

If the phenomenon of Jewish day
schools is one major change in the
community, so is the changing role of
synagogues. One of the most
fascinating developments of our
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community is the decline of the
`cathedral' synagogue with its large,

fomal, `high church' approach and the
steady

rise

of

intimate

stew/

communities both as part of bigger
complexes or as stand alone units.

The school

carmot sinply
raplace the
home or the
synagogue as
the place where

"Jewish" happens.

Rather, parents
must be supported
Z7j; Shuts CZ77d

schools to resume

their righif ul
role as Jewish
mentors f ;or
their children.
Without wishing to sentimentalise
the term `community', which can also
be an alienating and judgmental place,
I believe that when a sfe"/ community
works well, it provides an unequalled
opportunity for social, educational,
religious and cultural relationships to
flourish. In the USA, I was inspired by
the popular revolts against dull sfeaf/a

that led to the creation of new
77cz.72);cz#z.77?. I am sometimes astonished

to hear friends and colleagues
complain about dull services which
they accept as `unchangeable'. We
have some outstanding s%#/s in the UK
and need to replicate and adapt these
models as a matter of top priority.
The essential American contribution
has been to show that a sfezj/ must not
`provide' for its membership but rather

must motivate them to take ownership
of the daily activities on both Shabbat
and weekdays. The outstanding rabbi
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of my Conservative sfez£/ in Baltimore
almost never led c7czve7".7!g, the prayers,
or /cz)/7ted, read from the Scroll. She

only occasionally gave a sermon. Her
role was to ensure that we, the
membership,
were
able
and
enthusiastic to run both prayer services
as well as educational, social and
charitable projects ourselves. Not
every rabbi can or should work in the
same way but just as there are many
`right' ways so there are many `wrong'
ways and it is up to sfect/ members,
rabbis and central agencies to work out
what is right for their sfez{/.
The `transformed' s%c// is not an end
in itself. Rather is it a crucial stage on

the way to a transformed Jewish
people. Jewish communities need to
produce scholars, `text' people who
can interpret the great texts of the
Jewish people with new meanings that
in turn `write the narrative' of this
community. The emergence of
textually literate Jews cannot be solely
the responsibility of teachers and
rabbis, however important their
contribution continues to be. Certain
sectors of Western Jewry have
embraced adult leaming in the last
decade. Programmes such as Limmud,
the Melton mini-school, and lifelong
leaning programmes at LBC-CJE, are
the UK's important contribution to the
worldwide phenomenon.
Adults are acknowledging that their
own Jewish upbringing failed to give
them certain competencies. Now they
are seeking to repair the deficiencies.
The difference in the UK since I left
has been remarkable. The amount of
leaming programmes that are available
for adults is beyond anything
imaginable fifteen years ago. If once,
only the most committed Jews engaged
in leaming, today one finds Jews of all
levels of commitment at the study
table.

We cannot leave it there. For
research into the graduates of the
American Melton mini school has not
shown significant changes
in
graduates' patterns of behaviour.
Learning has not led to increased
commitment - only to increased
leaming. So the challenge we have is
to move from seasonal adult education
towards ongoing and sophisticated
leaming which transforms the whole
community and not simply the inner
life of the student.
Beyond that, the great conversation
about Jewish ideas, texts and values
cannot take place in English alone. It
must be grounded in a real knowledge
of the vocabulary, grammar and logic
of Hebrew. Here, I see no improvement

in the last decade. I am greatly
concerned about the lack of interest in
Hebrew among vast sections of the
community. The serious engagement
with Judaism must be grounded in this
language. Otherwise, we are studying
Judaism through a non-Jewish lens,
which limits our deeper understanding.
So while we can all take pride in the

growth of Jewish leaming over the past
fifteen years, we cannot be satisfied
until we have placed knowledge of
Hebrew at the centre of the endeavour.
Israel poises a similar problem that
is not identical. The UK Jewish
commitment to Israel - but not
necessarily to her goverrments - is a
remarkable feature of our community.
The extraordinary success of the UJIA
supported
Israel
Experience
programmes speaks volumes. This year
2,200 young people participated in an
Israel programme through a Zionist
Youth Movement, school, Union of
Jewish Students or other framework.
Among sixteen year olds, 45 per cent
of the target population were in Israel
this summer. The UK excels in this
field and we lead the world.
But support for Israel is weaker
among less ethnically and religiously
committed Jews. This too, mirrors the
American experience. Some of the
liberal left in the UK disdains the
nation-state and Israel often bears the
brunt of the criticism. Over a prolonged
period, this affects the way liberal Jews
see Israel. Progressive Jews have a
major responsibility to build bridges to
their peers in Israel. The intifada did a
great deal of damage to Israel's peace
camp and it is in desperate need of
allies to help it regroup. Diaspora Jews
who identify both with Israel and with
progressive politics must be at the
forefront of this project.
So the community to which I have
temporarily returned is a much more
dynamic a.`ri varied colrmunity than
the one I lrft fifteen years ago. It draws
on both ethnic and religious
characteristics. But it is not translating
these into ongoing practice, ritual and
commitment. The challenge for all
Jews is to assume responsibility for
actively shaping the future of Anglo
Jewry in their vision I
MICHAEL WEGIER fec[s bec# Execzf/I.ve
Director fior Jewish Renewal at the UJIA since
2002. He has worked extensively in irformal/
adult Jewish education in the UK, Israel and the
United States. Michael is a graduate Of the
Jerusalem Fellows Prograrmme at the Mendel
School and has a Masters degree in
Contemporary Jewry from the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. He is married to
Daniela Greiber with whom he has three
children`
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HOW REFORM
RESCUES TORAH

I-

ONE OF WOODY ALLEN'S

|:#;:fbear:tdr:upt*nedserheedq:ipep£:i
to take a vacation or get a divorce. We
decided that a trip to Bermuda is over
in two weeks, but a divorce is
something you always have' . That may
still raise a smile. In no way does it
acknowledge the very real sense of loss
that a civil divorce sets in train. Nor
does it reflect the additional level of
pain that being Jewish may occasion at
the time of a divorce.
With the exception of those in Israel,
all Jewish marriages today involve a
civil component and a religious
component. There is also a civil and a
religious component in the ending of a
Jewish marriage. On the face of it,
there is a sort of symmetry, with the
marriage certificate matched by the

bill of divorce, give it into her hand
and send her out of his house.'

Rodney Mariner
divorce. They must also endure the
ongoing pain occasioned by being
unable to contract a further religious
marriage. A Jewish woman who has
been denied a gez by her husband is
classed as an czgw#czfe, `chained'. Any
children she may have as an czg`zt72cz%
will be mcz772zerz.77€, children born of an

adulterous union who, according to
Halakhah, are only permitted to marry
mcz77€zerz.77! and whose children will be

mamzerim.
It was never the intention of
Halakhah to make divorce an ordeal.
Despite the statement: `Even the altar
of God sheds tears over he who
divorces the wife of his youth,'

decree absolute and the 4eJefbczfe by the

(Babylonian Talmud

8e'.
But it is by no means simple, as
many who have sought an Orthodox

Judaism,
legislatively,
unlike
Christianity, has never had a problem
with the idea of divorce. Jewish
marriage is a contractual arrangement
between two parties. When a man gives

geJ will attest. Horror stories abound
of couples who have gone through the
agonies associated with agreeing
maintenance payments and access to
children to conclude the civil divorce
only to find themselves in a further
round of often vicious negotiations
before a ge/ will be given or received.
So what! Is this just religious
bureaucracy? If there has been a civil
divorce the marriage has been ended

and a two week vacation in Bemiuda
may even seem a pleasant way to
celebrate. Be warned, do not take a
new partner with you or you may find
that when the gez is finally issued that
you will be free to marry again but
specifically not your Bermuda
companion.
Further, women who have been
refused a gej by their former spouse
find that not only have they been
denied the catharsis of a religious
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Gz.ZJz.#

90b)

an unmaried woman a ring or even an
item of minimal value in the presence
of two witnesses, and recites an ancient
formula, he has, as the Talmud would
put it, `acquired himself a wife'. When
a man, or his agent, hands a gef, a writ
of divorce, to his wife, or her agent,
thereby stating that his erstwhile wife
is now `free to marry any man,' the
union is dissolved.

The inequitable nature of Jewish
marriage and divorce is derived from
Torah where a man was literally able
to `take' a wife or even more than one
wife. Similarly the initiative to divorce
also lay with him as we are taught:
`when a man takes a wife and
"husbands her" and it happens that she
no longer finds favour in his eyes
because he has found some
unseemliness in her, let him write her a

(Deuteronomy 24..1)
Across the centuries the sages
sought to ameliorate the situation of

women when a marriage ended. They
used innovative means such as the
kefrobczfe that guaranteed at the time of

marriage the minimal settlement a wife
could expect when divorced. Edicts,
such as that of Rabbeinu Gershom in
Germany around the year 1000 CE,
restricted the number of wives for
Ashkenazi Jews to one and protected a
wife from being divorced without her
consent. Maimonides ruled that a
woman could initiate a divorce. If she
declared before a Beit Din, "I find
him - my husband - repulsive and
cannot willingly engage in sexual
relations with him," they force him to
divorce her immediately, because she
is not a captive woman who must have
sexual relations with one whom she
hates.' (cited in Wro773e7z cz7td Jewz.sfe

Dz.vorce, Shlomo Riskin, Ktav, New
Jersey,1989).

Such compassionate changes only
briefly undermined male dominance in
initiating
divorce.
Maimonides
legislated within a Muslim world
where a Jewish woman denied a gef
could convert to Islam and thereby be
free of her Jewish husband. Eventually,
the Sephardi master was overruled by
the twelfth century Ashkenazi
Rabbeinu Tan, Rashi's grandson, who
legislated in a Christian world where
divorce was disapproved of by the
Church. As so often happens with
Halakhah, the temporary becomes
permanent. He ruled that a coerced get
was invalid and so it remains to this
day.

Modernity and civil divorce also
disempowered Jewish women. It is a
supreme irony that in the same period
that men and women could civilly
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bring to an end a lifeless marriage,
traditional rabbinic courts, except in
Israel, lost their power to coerce a
husband into giving his wife a gez. In
the East European ghettoes, we are
told, even though the courts might not
be able to coerce a gej, they could have
the husband beaten `until it seemed a
good idea to him'. Even in Israel,
courts have been reluctant to exercise
the power at their disposal. There
uncooperative husbands have been
content to go to jail rather than grant a
8c,.
In July 2002 the Divorce (Religious
Marriages) Act was passed which
allows a husband or a wife `to apply
for an order that a decree of divorce is
not to be made absolute until they have
both produced to the court a declaration
that they have taken such steps as are
required to dissolve the marriage in
accordance with Jewish Law. ' (Getting

your Get, Faith and Levine, London
2002, pl9). There is a growing
literature both printed and on the web
offering advice and services to help
women currently engaged in divorce
proceedings to avoid the pain of the
status of czgzf77czfe. But this legislation is

seriously flawed. It does nothing for
existing czgr¢7zo/. Further, withholding

a civil divorce until a gef is given and
received is still at the discretion of the

judge. More significantly, the linkage
depends on the husband having an
intention to remany. If he has not, he
has no incentive to cooperate in the
process. Worst of all, it absolves
Orthodox Bafez. Dz.7z from the need to
find halakhic solutions to an halakhic

problem.

Refom Judaism also requires a man
to give his wife a gef as part of its
divorce procedure. But if he refuses
and the couple have had a civil divorce,
the Refomi Beit Din will annul the
marriage. Since all marriages are
concluded on the basis of the Halakhah
as .understood by the rabbis, they have
the authority to annul them
retroactively. Babylonian Talmud
Kezz/boz 3a states: `Everyone who

marries a woman maITies her on the
basis that the marriage is sanctioned by
the law of the rabbis.' It goes on: `and
the rabbis have caused the betrothal to
be released from him,' that is,
retrospectively.
As the mariage is subject to the
sanction of the rabbis, the rabbis can, if
the necessity arises, annul the
marriage. The dissolution will have no
affect on the legitimacy of existing
children nor on that of any children
born in the future. Reform refuses to
recognize the iniquitous taint of
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Ref ;orm Judaism also
requires a man to
give his wife a
gct as part Of its
divorce procedure.
But if he ref ruses
and the couple have
had a civil divorce,
the Reform Beit Din

will armtl the
marriage. Since all
marriages are
conchaded on the
bczsz.s' o/ Zfee Halakhah

as understood by the
rabbis, they have the
authority to anrnd
them retroactwely.
rmcz772zerc/Z

but

will

use

its

best

endeavours where appropriate to
encourage the giving and receiving of
an Orthodox gcf but where that has
proved to be impossible we annul the
marriage. The woman will be granted a
Document, not a gcJ - by definition a
gez may not be given without the
consent of the husband. This Document
will enable her to marry under Reform
auspices. Such marriages are not
recognized as valid by the Orthodox
establishment and subsequent children
would be regarded by it as momzerz.77e.

The approach of the rabbis of the
British Refomi Movement to the problem of a recalcitrant spouse is, we
argue, based on Halakhah itself. If the
Torah is being brought into disrepute,
we are required to take emergency
action to save it. The maintenance of
the status of czg"7za% and even worse
772cz772zer flies in the face of the claim

that Jews a.re

rachmanim

b'nei

rczc%mcz72z.773 - compassionate descend-

ants of compassionate ancestors.
The figures published by the
Community Research Unit of the
Board of Deputies of British Jews
states:
The total number of synagogue

marriages recorded in the year 2004
was 952, 23 more than in 2003.
Central Orthodox solemnizations
were very slightly lower than in 2003
and Union of Orthodox, which have
risen markedly over the past three
years, rose by only three. Within the
Progressive sector, Reform shows a
33 per cent increase but Liberal
marriages fell.

The sane report states:
There has been a slow rise in gz.#z.7z
in the past decade. Enquiries to bcz/ez.

dz.# made clear that the steep jump in
2003 was not related to the Divorce
(Religious Marriages) Act 2002,
whereby a gef is required before a
decree absolute can be given for a
civil divorce.

The Refoml Movement's Bez.Z Dz.7€

processes far fewer applications for
gz.Jfz.72 than Orthodox Bczzez. Dz.72. It is

worth noting that in the year following
the 2002 Act 22 per cent of processed
applications were for marriages that
had taken place in Orthodox
synagogues but as noted in the Board's
report: `It is as yet too soon to see if

there is any lasting change which may
be attributed to the new demand of
English law.'
For Refomi Judaism, a husband or
wife who refuses to accept the rule of
the Beg.f Dz.# that a civil divorce ends a

marriage and requires a religious
divorce forthwith has forfeited the right
to protection by the rabbinical court.
As neither morally or legally may be
coerced, when all else fails, the Beg.Z
Dz.7€ of the Refomi Movement will nullify the marriage with no consequence
to existing or subsequent children.

Rabbi Moshe Morgenstem, a New
York Orthodox supporter of our approach, has said: `Every marriage the
Refomi Movement performs is valid.
Every gef from the Reform Movement
is done in accordance with Jewish law
and is valid. I would urge every woman
in a dead ri `tt;age to go to the Refom.
They are qcting in accordance with
Halakhah.' (The Jewish Chronicle,
March 10, 2000, p32). Jewish law

should be the means of empowering
women and not consigning them to a
place where life has no quality or their
unborn
descendants
to
limbo.
Halakhah is a marvellous system when
applied with the compassion of
`compassionate children of compassionate ancestors' who see the world in
the light of a compassionate God.
When it is not so applied, it diminishes
God's presence in the world I
RABBI RODNEY MARINER I.a Com;e#er a/
the Belt Din of The Movement for Reform
Judcdsm in Britc[in.
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WHERE ARE THE LIMITS TO

"INCLUSIVITY"?
Assembly of Rabbis is devoting
THE REFORh4
much time at MOVEMENT'S
present to a project
named, `Inclusivity and Boundaries'.
It is concerned with the lives of our
congregants and sometimes of our own
family members. We are aware of the
very high statistics for Jews marrying
those of another faith or none. I hesitate
to use the traditional phrase of
`marrying out'. To help us, we look at

both Jewish tradition and our own
emotions. We have held several
afternoon seminars over recent months,
and, some aspects of this complex
subject will be discussed at length
during our October residential
conference.
Reform Judaism strives to be loyal
to Jewish tradition but is\also fully
aware of the reality of modem life. To
this end, when encountering couples in
mixed-faith relationships, their children, and particularly children whose
mothers are not Jewish, we try to be as
welcoming as possible. But while it is
always painful to say `no', sometimes
we have to, even knowing that pain
will be caused. There are limits to our
ability to be inclusive. Different rabbis
will draw their boundaries at different
points, so our discussions, though truly
l'shem shamayim, for the sa,ke of
heaven, can sometimes be tense. We
acknowledge how vital they are for the
future of the Movement for Refomi
Judaism, the future of British Jewry,
and the project is one of the important
aspects of the Movement for Reform
Judaism's 2020 programme.
Throughout my years in the
Rabbinate, I have been asked to
officiate at a `mixed marriage',

approxinately monthly. I always say
`no', that this is incompatible with
membership of the Assembly of

Amanda Golby
DOUBLE OR NOTHING?
JETVISH FAMILIES AND
MIXED MARRIAGE
by Sylvia Barack Fishman,
Brandeis University Press,
University of New England,
2004, ISBN 1-58465-206-3,

pp.220, hb, $24.95

Rabbis. Very many of these calls come
from people I've never met, who

perhaps believe that `a Reform rabbi
will do anything' . As much as I dislike
saying `no' - rabbis after all are
dedicated to being as helpful as
possible- I don't usually think about it
for very long. What I find infinitely
harder is when I know the family,
perhaps where the bride or groom has
grown up within a community I have
served, or is personally known to me
for some other reason. I talk to the
couple, and often send them in the
direction of the `I'm Jewish, My
Partner Isn't' seminars, which my
colleague, Rabbi Dr Jonathan Romain,
has organised for so many years. But I
know that's not necessarily what they
want. At the stage of planning a
wedding, couples are often not ready
to think about discussions, say, about
children. Their concern is for a
wedding, and they feel hurt that their
rabbi is `letting them down'.
Even a comparatively short time ago
there were whispers about someone
`manying out'. Now it is so much

accepted that it seems that within the
Progressive world, we are surprised
when two Jews are marrying each
other, rather than shocked that this is
not the case. During my years in the
rabbinate, I have also noticed a change
in patterns of conversion. It used to be
that the great majority of those
becoming Jewish were young women
converting as a preliminary to
marriage, both to be able to have a
religious wedding and so as to ensure
that the children were Jewish, albeit
not accepted by Orthodoxy. This has
now become far less common. The
reasons are that inter-marriage has
become more accepted, and perhaps
also because a wedding that cannot
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take place in synagogue is not now
consigned to a dingy Registry Office.
Now women, and indeed men, are
choosing to convert at some stage after
marriage and when there are already
children, because they like what they
have seen of Judaism, because they
feel it will make things easier in the
family. There are also increasing
numbers of people, both men and
women, converting to Judaism, /z.sfej7tcz,

for its own sake. Often these people
are not in a relationship, and they are
not going to have children, or indeed
their children are older, and not going
to become Jewish. Many of these new
`Jews by choice' make a valuable

contribution to our congregations. But,
since numbers converting have not
risen significantly over the same time,
it means that more and more people are
marrying someone not Jewish and the
partner is not becoming Jewish.
To deal with the issues that arise for
these couples, and for their families,
their parents, siblings and children,
comes a new book by Professor Sylvia
Barrack Fishman, Director of the
Program in Contemporary Jewish Life
at Brandeis University: `Double or
Nothing: Jewish couples and mixed
marriage'. It is said that changes in
Jewish life start in the West Coast of
the United States, take ten years to
reach the East Coast, and a further ten
years to cross the Atlantic. With this in
mind, I hoped that the book would be
helpful both for me personally and for
our collective endeavours.
Professor Fishman's focus is on
more than 2fifty original interviews
with
couples
in
mixed-faith
relationships, and, separately, with
teenage children whose parents are of
different faiths. She considers various
aspects of family life and not least
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difficulties relating to Hanukkah/
Christmas, Pesach/Easter. Interestingly
she also looks at various depictions of
mixed marriages in fiction, film and
television, and points out how
exceptional it is for books and the
media to depict a marriage between
Jews. While real life might show that
about half of recent marriages
involving a Jew have been to non-Jews,
the media can give the impression it is
something like 98 per cent. She also
looks at various materials produced by
communal, secular and religious
organisations for such couples and
their families.

At the start of the book, I found
myself having difficulty in identifying
with her findings. Many people seemed
to have consciously chosen to marry
someone non-Jewish as an act of
rebellion, and, less it seemed as a
rejection of strict religious observance,
but more to do with leaving behind a
Jewish life which seemed to stress the
material. That is not the experience I
have encountered. Most of our
experience concerns couples who meet
because it `happens'. They are not
consciously rebelling. They find
themselves in a relationship as a result
of meeting at college or at work. They
are often not rejecting Judaism. But
Judaism is insufficiently important to
give up the partner they love or to
encourage that person to convert.
On both sides of the Atlantic, the
highest rates of Jews `marrying out'
are those brought up in homes affiliated
to Reform synagogues. This is clearly
a cause of anxiety, and needs to be
addressed. But, before we feel too
despairing, we acknowledge - and this
was also something reflected in
Fishman's findings -that many of our
young people, while not feeling that it

is important to marry someone Jewish,
nevertheless have had very positive
experiences of being Jewish. They
value their own Barreat Mitzvah, their
home community and rabbi, their
experience at sulnmer camps and on
Israel tour, and they want to hold on to
that, for themselves and their children.
They do not consider that being
maITied to someone who is not Jewish
makes them less Jewish, and indeed
often it is the reverse. Many people I
encounter would endorse the words of
one of Fishman's interviewees, `1
never felt so Jewish until I married my
Christian husband'.
Within the Movement for Refomi
Judaism, we strive to remain loyal to
Jewish tradition, and yet responsive to
the modem world. We speak about
being part

of ¢'/cz/ );I.srcze/,

the

community of the Jewish people, and
yet acknowledge that some of those
whom we call Jews are, sadly, not
accepted by all of the community. As
recent events have shown, this nonacceptance is not confined to those
converted hy our Beit Din. Our
`boundarif`.' mean that we cannot call
anyone Jewish who wishes to be
regarded as Jewish, though some feel
this is what we should do. Our concern
for `inclusivity' means that we
nevertheless do want to include as
many as possible, even if not every
Jewish authority will recognise them.
A major problem is posed by those
couples where the woman is not
Jewish, the husband feels very strongly
about Judaism, and they have decided
that their children should be brought
up as Jewish. In Biblical times, and
until some time after the Babylonian
exile, it was possible to be Jewish
because one's father was. But since
continued on next page
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The Ref arm
Movement perryuts

a child to be

brought ap
as Jewish
whose mother
is not Jewish,
then it has been established that it is
only possible to be Jewish when born
to a Jewish mother, or as a result of
conversion. This presents us with a
dilemma. Fishman points out those

within the American Reform
Movement who are happy to go back
to the Biblical precedents. Yet if we do
this, we are acknowledging as Jews
very large numbers who are not
acceptable to the wider Jewish
community. We also disregard a
tradition that goes back thousands of
years. The Liberal Movement in this
country acknowledges someone as
Jewish where either parent is Jewish,
provided they have also had a Jewish
upbringing. But Fishman does point
out that, no matter what a couple may
have theoretically agreed, bringing up
Jewish children is made much harder
when the mother is not Jewish. To this
end we can praise the situation within
the Reform Movement which permits
a child to be brought up as Jewish
whose mother is not Jewish, provided
that she undertakes a formal course of
study, even while stopping short of
conversion. In practice, many of these
women have either proceeded to
conversion at the end of the course, or
done so later.

Most of our congregational
experience of mixed faith couples,
usually, but not exclusively where the
father is Jewish, is of those who have
made the decision to bring up their
children as Jewish. Sometimes it is in
later life that the teenage or adult
children of Jewish fathers wish to
explore their heritage. Fishman dwells
at length on something more
complicated - though I have only
experienced it rarely - efforts actively
to bring children up in two faiths. There
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have been occasions when rabbis have
not allowed a bar or bat mitzvah to go
ahead after they discovered that it is to
be followed immediately by a Church
confirmation. She also refers to
something I have only encountered
once, a couple who decided that the
sons should be of one faith, the
daughters of another.
We are exploring tough problems.
The American experience is sometimes
of help, and perhaps may be even more
relevant for us in another ten years.
Not all of Fishman's experiences apply
to us, but enough do to make her book
helpful.

As rabbis we want to promote
marriage where both partners are
Jewish as the ideal - though Fishman
has an interesting, and perhaps
shocking section, that wonders if this
can be perceived as racism. But we
also acknowledge the realities of
contemporary life, and want to be as
inclusive as possible. Certain aspects

of our discussions are painful as,
almost
without
exception,
we
acknowledge that our heads may say
one thing, but in our hearts we feel
something different. Our present
struggle for inclusivity and boundaries
acknowledges inconsistencies. It is a
measure of where we are, where our
Movement is, as we journey. We are

grateful for all the help that we can get.
Parts of Sylvia Barack Fishman' s book
are a useful guide .
RABBI
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community recently asked if

AMEMBER
her mother should
OF comeOUR
to her
son's bar mitzvah. Her mother had
advanced dementia, and was often
restless. It is easy to imagine the fahily
broz.gz/a this issue could cause. So on

what basis can an informed decision be
made, even though the outcome can
not be guaranteed?
First we needed to talk about

grandmother. Since, in dementia,
behaviour patterns learnt in the most
distant past are usually retained for
longest, if she had been a life-long
synagogue worshipper, had enjoyed
services, and the music and liturgy,
she might well find the service
comforting and calming and would
therefore be less likely to be restless
on the day. In medico-legal decision
making, the `best interests' principle
is used for those who lack the capacity
to decide. Is it in everyone's best
interests to leave the grandmother out
just in case she might behave
inappropriately? What image of
family cohesiveness and respect for
older, less able people would this give
the bar mitzvah boy? What pleasure
might grandmother experience on the
day which would be in her best
interests? The principle of `substituted

SHOULD GRANNY COME
TO THE BAR MITZVAH?
Claire Hilton

judgement' is also often used in
medical decision making. What would
the person unable to make a decision
about the course of action, have
chosen in the past when they had been
able to do so? Almost inevitably
grandmother would have wanted to
have attended the bar mitzvah. So her

previous autonomy should be
respected. If a befriender or carer,

possibly from the synagogue care
group, could sit near her and be
available to take her out or follow her
out if she wanders, that might also
reassure the family. Such decision
making also needs to be set in the
context of Jewish teaching. Ben
Sirach (Ecclesiasticus) 3:13 states:

And if his understanding fails him, be
understanding of him, and do not
10
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dishonour him because you have your
/z/// sfre#gr%. And in Leviticus 19:32
It is `wi:then.. You shall rise up before

the hoary head and honour the face Of
ffee a/d. A person with dementia is due
the same respect as someone one with
unimpaired intellectual function.
Mental illness must not be seen in
isolation, but viewed within the
existing social and cultural milieu of
the individual, their family and society.
Mental illness is a reality for people of
all age groups, and many different
types affect older people, not just
dementias. A huge effort is being made
to promote understanding of mental
illness and provide services within the
Jewish community by Jewish Care,
JAMI, the Jewish Association for the
Mentally Ill, and other organisations.
Educational programmes are being
organised, such as for volunteers
within synagogues. But these tend to
focus on needs such as communication
in dementia and support for carers.
There is far less understanding of
related cultural issues. Care of older
people with mental illness may create
cultural and religious dilemmas within
available statutory health and social
services. For example, seventy-two
year old Mrs Y is the only Jewish client
attending a local authority dementia
day centre and enjoys concerts
performed by local teenagers. But she
has become distressed when Christmas
carols are played - she was always
exempt from school carol services in
her teenage years, and avoided carols
ever since. What should the day centre
do for Mrs Y? Clearly they should have
some knowledge of her religiouscultural background. But do they
always ask? Or make the links? Sadly,
I think not. Peinaps her synagogue,
aware of her illness and attendance at
the day centre, could be more proactive
with Hanukkah activities at that time
of y.ear, as well as events meaningful
to her at other times in the Jewish
calendar.
Only last week I assessed at home a
non-observant eighty-five year old
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widowed Jewish lady with dementia.
Extremely lonely, she wanted
additional support, possibly a day
centre. She told me about her
childhood in Belgiuln and her escape
to England at the begiming of the War,
then asked me if I was Jewish. Vthen I
replied that I was, she took me to her
piano and played a piece of Yiddish
music, asked me if I recognised it and
if I knew the words. Her cultural
Jewish identity was important to her,
and it may be that a Jewish dementia
day centre would be more appropriate
for her than one serving the local wider
population.
Only in recent years have health care
staff begun to be more proactive in
exploring spiritual aspects of life for
people with dementia. The Christian
Council on Ageing Dementia Group,
established in 1990, has published
booklets and guidelines on religion and
spirituality in dementia. Daphne
Wallace, a psychiatrist for older

people, has written on spirituality in
dementia, defining spirituality as `a
search for that which gives meaning
and identity to a person's life and the
wider world'. Its manifestation will be
different for each individual, but it
applies to all people regardless of their
intellectual functioning. Dementia
sufferers may have a different kind of
awareness of the world. Those with
poor short term `memory may not
remember details of recent events, but
the
emotional
experience
of
meaningful activity can give a sense of
calmness and pleasure well beyond the
duration of the activities themselves.
The interface between dementia and
religious practice may be important.
Mr X needs a carer to help him lay
tefillin each morning - is this
appropriate? There are at least two
aspects to Mr X's tefillin ritual: the
halakhic and the stability of a daily
routine. Does he have an illness which
impairs his intellectual function so
much that he is classed as a sfeozefe, one

of the groups of individuals exempt
from carrying out time bound mitzvot?

In this case, he would be exempt from
laying tefillin. But even if he does not
understand the meaning of his actions,
if he finds that the repetitive ritual
gives structure to his day it should be
continued. It is well recognised that
the routine of a meaningfully
structured day may be helpful for a
person with dementia. Incidentally, the
word s.feofe% is derived from sfeczft2%,

which denotes somebody whose mind
wanders. Coincidentally, wandering in
mind and body are not uncommon
features of dementia.
On rare occasions the presentation
of a dementia may be related to
religious practice. Some time ago, a
general practitioner referred a seventyfive year old man because he was
becoming `more religious ' and this was
disrupting his relationship with his
wife on whom he was becoming
increasingly dependant. On further
discussion, he had taken to going to
synagogue every Shabbat, and he
thought she ought to go with him: no
other aspect of his religious practice
had changed. This single fixed change
was becoming a bone of contention
and conflict in the household, into
which the local synagogue leadership
were also being drawn. In dementia
aifecting the frontal lobes of the brain,
people can become excessively rigid in
their behai ;.ur. An extensive neuropsycholog'J assessment confirmed this
man' s diat,Tnosis. Clear explanation and

better understanding of the reasons for
his behaviour go some way to help in
such a situation and to enable family
and community to stop criticising each
other, which can become so
destructive.

Another aspect of dementia which
may specifically affect elderly Jewish
patients relates to the way in which
memory is lost. Typically, in
Alzheimer's disease, the commonest
sort of dementia, short term memory is
lost first and, as the disease progresses,
memory recedes further and further
until the sufferer may have memories
continued on next page
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of childhood far more vivid than more
recent events. For those who suffered
as a result of the Nazi regime, vivid
distant experiences may cause distress
to patient and carer. One recent patient
with advanced dementia who had lived
in the East End of London during the
War, repeatedly recalled to her
husband and daughter how the bomb
destroying her house killed both her
parents and all her siblings. The family
had difficulty dealing with her repeated
accounts, and became extremely
distressed. But her distress could be
relieved by being distracted from the

normal memory function who have
time to reflect on their lives, for whom
reminiscence of distressing events
needs to be handled with appropriate
support, possibly from a specialist
agency such as Jewish Care's
Holocaust Survivors centre.
Working with many dedicated
families who care for an older person
with dementia is one of the most
rewarding aspects of specialising in old
age psychiatry. So often a spouse, who
may not be in good physical health,
cares for their partner with failing
intellectual function. But the stresses

Ewen if he does not
understand the meaning Of his
actions, if he frods that
the rapetitive ritual Of laying
tefrllin gives structure to his
day it should be cohiinued.

intellectual function (Babylonian
Talmud Gittin 7:1). Whatever the
reasons for couples remaining together
in a caring relationship, life may be
extremely stressful, and other family
members may not live locally enough
to offer support. Statutory services may

provide day care, but frequently only
on week days. What does your
community offer to carer or dementia
sufferer couples at weekends?
Dementia only affects a minority of
older people, but this minority
increases exponentially with age - five
per cent at sixty-five years, 30 per cent
at ninety years. With increasing
longevity, proportionately more of the
community will have dementia. This
has huge long term implications for
providing suitable Jewish religious and
cultural care, particularly in ageing
communities.
In a multicultural society we must
not make assumptions about the
interactions of religion and culture with
dementia. We may need cultural and
religious interpreters as well as
language interpreters at times, and
skills to ask about religious practice
and spiritual needs. Health care staff
are beginning to explore the religious
and spiritual needs of their patients.
Some dementia day centres include
religious services in their programmes.
Although those with dementia may not
remember an event or activity, if it is
meaningful to them they may feel
calmer and more fulfilled in their lives.
In addition to the standard medical
history asked of patients and carers,
mental health care workers need to
begin to ask "What uplifts you? What
makes you feel good and fulfilled in
your life?" Within the Jewish
community, there is considerable room
for improving our understanding of
dementia, and to look for novel ways
to work with, and include in communal
activities, both carers and those with
declining intellectual function .

Further reading
Wallace D. "Spiritual aspects of dementia"
•rn Practical management Of dementia- a

nulti professional approach ed. S C:i]rran,
J Wattis. Radcliffe Medical Press: Oxford
2004 pp207-218

subject onto tea and cake, or watering
her African violets, and she would
forget her recent preoccupations. For
the family and patient, acknowledging
her emotions but then distracting her
from them became a constructive
course of action to cope with the
predicament.
This kind of impaired memory is
different from older people with
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of caring may be such that the carer
may say that life is really not worth
living. The Talmud states that divorce
of a mentally frail wife is forbidden, in
order that men do not consider a sick,
helpless wife like a piece of ownerless
property
(Babylonian
Talmud
Yevamot 113b). For a husband with
dementia, divorce would also not be
possible because of difficulties of

Collins K. "Care of the elderly" £e'e/cz
September 1995 ppl9-22

Christian Council on Ageing Dementia
Group http ://www.Ievesoncentre.org.uk
(click on Resources, and then Dementia)
DR CLAIRE HILTON I.s cz Co#sw/fa#f
Psychiatrist for older people, Central and North
West London Mental Health NHS Trust. She is
married to Rabbi Dr Michael Hilton (who
helped with this article) and has three school
age sons.
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Q: Perry - not your original name I
guess. What was the family called
and how did they decide when it
was time to leave Germany? Did
they all get out?
A: Our original family name was
Pinschewer - it was the Army that
changed mine and my brother
Peter's surname. My parents
followed by deed poll after the war.
It was a confrontation with the Nazi
music master at our high school
which triggered Peter's emigration
to school in England in 1935, and I
followed six months later, aged

BARRY HYMAN IN CONVERSATION WITH

GEOFFREY PERRY
Emigr6 from Berlin, news photographer,
British army officer, publisher, captor of
Lord Haw-Haw and member of
West London Synagogue

thirteen. My parents made it to
England in November 1938, as the
synagogues were burning in Berlin.
Q:Were you conscious of antiSemitism pre-Hitler' s rise to power?
A: I was eleven years old when Hitler
came to power, and was not aware
of anti-Semitism.
Q: What were your experiences of
reaching England - how did you
cope?
A: I arrived with almost no English,
but enjoyed school from the
beginning and, after six months,
was sufficiently fluent to jump to a

higher fom.
Q: How did you get into the Army was there resistance to a foreigner
or did they want your language
skills?

A: From about 1940 the Army permitted recruitment of refugees - but, at
that time, only into the Pioneer
Corps. When the war broke out in
September 1939 I volunteered for
the RAF but was not accepted
because I was an alien. Peterjoined
the Pioneer Corps, but I was then a

year too young. After the Dunkirk
scare that England would be
invaded, even ` friendly aliens' were
interned - I among them. Making
myself a year older, I joined the
Pioneer Corps from the interrment
camp in November 1940.
Q: You famously captured William
Joyce or Lord Haw-Haw, the
notorious traitor. How did this
happen?
A: I landed in Normandy with my
company in July 1944. From then

14
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on my knowledge of German and
immediate pre-war training and
occupation as a press photographer
on the Ivew york rz.77€es, London
offlce and the Dczz./y A4lz.rror - I was

the youngest on the staff at
seventeen - saw me in a number of
different
intelligence
units
including Psychological Warfare
Branch. My job there with T-Force,
a special unit, was first to take over
Radio Hamburg and secondly to
take over German newspapers and
restart them under our control.
Having successfully taken over
Radio Hamburg, my Press Control
Unit published the first German
language newspaper the day the
war finished. My next stop was
Flensburg in the face of German
opposition - the town was the
centre of Admiral Doenitz's
enclave,
as
agreed
with
Montgomery. On patrol with a
colleague in a forest, we
encountered a man who spoke to
us. `That sounds like Lord HawHaw,' said my colleague. When
challenged he reached for his
pocket. I shot him in the buttock.
At his trial the Attorney General
expressed regret that I had not
aimed a little higher.

Q: I gather the Army -in the shape of
Montgomery no less - were not
thrilled about the ensuing publicity.
A: Shortly after arresting Joyce I was
sent to London on a .few days'
compassionate leave, because my
father had suffered a heart attack.
During my brief stay I lunched with
a friend, Arthur Heighway, Editor
of Fleet Streets' trade magazine
Wor/d's PreLss Ivews. What I told
him about my Joyce encounter
made the lead story of the following
week's WPN. This was frowned
upon by the War Office who held
that I had given an `unauthorised
interview'. I was hot called to
testify at his trial. I was still not
naturalised and there seemed to be
reluctance to have a German in
British uniform appearing.
Q: Was there any medal or citation for
your achievement?
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A: An MBE, which I understood had
been recommended, was not
awarded
because
of
the
`unauthorised interview'. .

a: Did Joyce know he'd been taken by
a Jew?
A: At the time of his arrest Joyce did
not know that I was a Jew, but he
learnt about it later.
Q: What was your life and career path
after the War? How did you get
into publishing? .
A: After the War, I started Perry Press
Productions Ltd, specialising in
Industrial Publishing - producing
magazines, books, company histories for companies with limited
publishing know-how. It became
the largest organisation of its kind,
and extended into commercial
publishing. Its biggest venture was
the introduction of magazines into
supermarkets which we started.
Our first title, the women's maga,z±ne Family Circle, sold 1.2
million copies. I left the company
in 1973, having sold it to the
Thomson Organisation in 1963.
During my ten years with
Thomsons I became head of the
Group's magazine division. After
Thomsons I owned a number of

.publications, the last of which,
Business Traveller, we sord to the

view that, although the number of
guilty Germans was very large,
there were many who were not
aware of the extent of the honors
committed by the criminals in the
country's name. I have extensively
worked with German publishers,
and have many German friends. All
express their shared sense of guilt
over Gemian crimes and their wish
to make such restitution as is
possible - while realising that this
will nowhere near atone for the
twelve years of Hitler's criminal
mle.
Q: You are a long-time member of the
West London Synagogue. Has
it been significant in your life?
A: I have been connected with West
London since leaving school. Then,
Harold Reinhart was Senior Rabbi
- affectionately `Uncle Harold' to

us younger ones. I knew Hugo Gryn
since before he became a rabbi and
he was a dear and valued friend very significant in my life, both as
a rabbi and a friend.
Q: Are you active in other Jewish
organisations?
A: I am a member of the Association of
Jewish Refugees but allowed my
Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen membership to lapse - although
I have lectured to Branches, follow-

Dczz./y A4lczz./'s magazine company,

ing publication of my book W7ze73

Euromoney Publicati.ons plc. At

Life Becomes History. I. ira a.
member of Sussex University's
Support C.roup of its Department for
Germa .Jewish Studies. However,
a project which I have long felt
should be sponsored by the Department has received scant support. I
strongly feel that the contributions
made by the 7,000-10,000 refugees
who served in HM Forces during
the Second World War should be
authoritatively chronicled. Like me,
others have written books about
their own experiences. But an

that time Bc/sz.72eLss rrczve//er, based

in London, owned five intemational titles of that name, based in
New York, Munich, Hong Kong
and Dubai.
Q: What are your feelings towards
Germany? You've been back as an
honoured guest. Have you visited
your home or met any childhood
friends?
A: lvhile with T-Force near the end of
the War, I entered Bergen-Belsen
concentrati on
camp
and
was shattered by the experience. At
that time our Commanding Officer
ordered all adult Germans of the
town over the age of sixteen to visit
the camp. Their reactions were not
unlike ours. Though often
criticised, I have always held to the

overall view of refugees' war
service contributions has not been

attempted I
BARB:Y HYMJEN is Vice President Of Radlett
& Bushey Reform Synagogue and f;ormer PR
consultant to RSGB.
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WHERE JOI(I
BECAVE FACT...
chdrew Goldstein

I-:a|:o?I:::;e:i:ao:u:tsithriee:s?=o:::fig:
each and one that neither of them
would be seen dead in - has so often
still a ring of truth about it. As I walk to
sfezt/ on Shabbat morning - no heroics,
it'snotfar-IcanclearlyseetheJewish
dividing line in Green Lane,
Northwood. On the one side those
going to the United Synagogue. The
men dressed in formal suits, the women
in fashionable dresses and Ascot hats.
On the Northwood & Pinner Liberal
side
worshippers
are
largely
indistinguishable from the rest of
Northwood going about its weekend
business - over the years fewer and
fewer suits, ties and women's hats are
a rarity. Two very different social
conventions and yet, thankfully, we get
along well, maybe because we Liberals
were established in the area first and
for many years were the only
congregation, and also because of their
tolerant and enlightened rabbi. We
have a number of joint projects. Our
ground-breaking Holocaust Memorial
week is oene. Last year over 2000 local
schoolchildren visited the
two

synagogues
for
a
combined
programme organised by a joint
committee. Our regular joint Blood
Donation sessions is another and there
are many informal contacts between
Jews in the area.
This is how it should be: two
different congregations combining
where they can, but offering alternative
worship styles. In Northwood, Jews are
free to join either synagogue or neither.
There are enough Jews to support both
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places, and this diversity has often been
the norm. Two Jews and three
buildings: Jews started building a
multitude of different synagogues long
before the joke began unless the joke
originated in the Babylonian Exile.
The Jerusalem Talmud (Megillah
3: 1) claims there were 480 synagogues
in Jerusalem prior to its final
destruction by Hadrian during the Bar
Kochba Wars (132-5 CE) and from the
New Testament it is clear that a
multitude of synagogues existed all
over the Near East. The Talmud
indicates the different backgrounds of
the many synagogues in the early
centuries of the Common Era. There
was the ` synagogue of the Babylonians
in Tiberias' (Sopherim 9:3), but also
there one could find `the synagogue of
the Greek-speaking Jews' (Tosephta
Megillah lla 9:13) where it seems

Greek was the main language of the
services. The Alexandrian Jews had
their own synagogue in Jerusalem
(Jerusalem Megillah 3:1) and the

Roman Jews in Mehuza in Babylon
(Megillah 26b). There was the
synagogue of the copper workers in
Jemsalem (Megillah 26a) and the Great
Synagogue in Alexandria had separate
seating for each group of workers
(Sukkot 5lb). The Talmud does not
mention empty synagogues `which
nobody would be seen dead in'.
In more recent times, the Jewish
Year Book published by `Z7ze Jei4/z.sfe
Cfero#z.c/e' in 1938, lists the plethora
of synagogues and sfefz.ez7/s that then

existed in London, often reflecting the
origin of the worshippers and
attempting to keep alive the traditions

and melodies of their distant towns.
There was the `Lubiner and Lomszer
Synagogue' in Canon Street, Nelson
Street Sphardish (sz.c) Synagogue, the
Philpot Street Great Synagogue, which
was quite small, and five doors away
Philpot Street Sphardish Synagogue.
There were the Warsaw Lodz
Synagogue in Wilkes Street, Spital
Square Poltava Synagogue, the
Roumanian Synagogue in Matilda
Street, the Lodzer Synagogue and the
Austrian Dzikower in Dunk Street E1.
One wonders if the `Lovers of Peace
Synagogue' in Hanbury Street was
filled with the disciples of Aaron who `loved peace and pursued peace'
- or was this sfezz.eb/ for angry Jews

who had fallen out with every other
congregation?
In 1938 there were five synagogue
movements based in London, plus a
few independent congregations. By
2005, in a diminished community two
new movements have appeared and to
these we can add various Hassidic sects
each with extra synagogue institutions.
Of the seven movements, two are
progressive and many have thought
this is another version of the old joke.
In my forty years serving the Liberal
Movement I have witnessed two failed
attempts to bring together Liberal and
Refom. We do waste a lot of energy
and money pursuing much the same
potential membership. Were we to
unite we could have a greater influence
on the community, or so it is said. But
there are some benefits in two mildly
competing movements. I can recall the
time when the Liberals had a better
Education Department, and this
encouraged the Refomi to do better.
Thankfully, we both now work
together in the Leo Baeck CollegeCentre of Jewish Education. The
Liberals brought out a new prayerbook
`Service of the Heart' in 1967 and

maybe this quickened the Reform need
to revise `Forms of Prayer'. The
Reform dealt first with the status of
homosexuals, though now the Liberals
seem to have gone further in accepting
same sex commitment ceremonies.
Will the Refomi follow the Liberals in
agreeing to conduct blessings at mixed
marriages? Could such variations in
practice and thought be contained in a
joint Movement? It works in America
where the Union of Refomi Judaism
manages a broad church from the most
Liberal to the nearly Orthodox.
Diversity can be a positive thing and
allows individuals to find the
congregation that best accords with
their views or feelings. This is positive
when there are enough Jews to support
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the variety of congregations but can be
very draining on a small community.
The current situation in Prague in the
Czech Republic is straight out of a
Kafka novel. Prague in Communist
times had two synagogues that were
supposedly open for Jewish worship. It
also had several other historic
buildings taken over by the Nazis and
then the Communists to form a
museum filled with Judaica looted
from the Jews before transporting them
to their death. The Communist
authorities permitted two synagogues
to hold services to prove they were not
anti-religious, the Altneu Shul and the
Jerusalemska or Jubilee.
The latter had a sort of Refomi

service, shortened and conducted with
a few classical German liturgical
melodies because its c%czzcz72,

Dr

Bloom, had been a Refomi cfeazcz7e

before the war. Most of its congregants
were elderly women, maybe more in
love with Dr Bloom than his service. It
was a sad, faint echo of the real prewar Prague community, which was
mostly non-Orthodox.
The Altneu Shul was the preserve of
the Eastern European Jews, survivors
who had emigrated from Slovakia,
Hungary and the Ukraine... elderly
men who at least had a traditional
upbringing and so knew more than the
surviving Prague Jews. It was a sad
and dispirited community that

And now in Britain we see one
K:ashor`ut coryunission declaring that the
strawberries declared Kosher by
another K:ashar`ut coianission are in
f;act not kosher.

depended on the few tourists for a
minyan, though the members were
often too frightened to greet them. An
old man I sat next to one Shabbat was
later arrested and interrogated as to
what we were talking about during the
service . . . arrested not by the wardens
for talking but by the secret police for
talking to a foreigner.

The historic community was about
to die out when the Velvet Revolution
in 1989 suddenly offered the chance
for a new life. There were many more.
Jews in Prague than the few who were
brave or defiant enough to form the
official community, and the town was
suddenly full of Jewish ex-pats and
tourists. How sad it is sixteen years
later to find that there are two Masorti
groups at loggerheads with each other,
two tiny Liberal groups who are bitter
enemies and two Orthodox factions
that have resorted to actual fisticuffs in
the Altneu Shul on a Shabbat. Such
divisiveness has done nothing to
strengthen Judaism.
Sadly this
situation is repeated elsewhere in
Europe. We now have two Progressive
congregations in Milan, in Lyon and in
Brussels, where realistically there is
only room for one.
As the Diaspora Jewish community
decreases in size and smaller
communities
disappear,
intercommunal rivalry so often leads to
final closure before it is necessary. The
ideal situation is in Oxford where the
congregation
sustain
Orthodox,
Reform, Liberal and Masorti services
within the one building, worshippers
uniting for Kiddush and social and
cultural events. Here diversity gives
strength. It is a rare example of
common sense and a true `Lovers of
Peace' synagogue.
The two men on the desert island
remind us of the real story of the last
two Jews in Kabul in Afghanistan.
Bitter enei `;os, each denouncing the
other, eac+ claiming the other was not
a true JevI . And now we see in Britain
one Orthdox rabbi declaring that the
conversion done by another Orthodox
rabbi is not valid, one kashrut
commission declaring the strawberries
declared kosher by another kashrut
commission are not kosher... but that's
another story. We are indeed a peculiar
and stiff-necked people - as the Torah
long ago identified I
RABBI DR ANDREw GOLDSTEIN feczs
been the rabbi Of Northwood & Pinner Liberal
Synagogue for 3 5 years since ordination at Leo
Baeck College. He is Vice-chair of the
European Board of the World Union for
Progressive Judaism.
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ivl%NINIA
ESSAY
CIVILISATI0NS
NEED NOT CLASH
Reuven Firestone is a precious, almost unique, resource - Professor Of Medieval
Judaism and Islam, a foueut Arabic apeaker and Korannic scholar. At the begirming
Of July 2005 he presented this penetrating analysis Of the state Of Jewish Muslim
reledons to the 32nd Alanual Internedonal Conryention Of the World Union fior
Progressive Juddsm in Moscow.

Reuven Firestone

historian, Josephus Flavius. But to the
outsider there was only one expression
of monotheism, and that was Judaism.
Judaism as monotheism stood in
opposition to the countless differing
expres sions
of
polytheism.
Conceptually, then, monotheism
appeared in the minds of observers as
being single, and unique. With only
one God, there could only be one
monotheism.
When Christianity emerged, its
adherents believed that it epitomised
God's will. Because the world,
including those who would become
Christian, had always observed
monotheism as a single religious

expression-thatofJudaism-theearly
Christians naturally expected that there
could only be one real monotheism.
They believed that monotheism was a
`zero sum game'. It was beyond their
conceptual experience to consider the
possibility of more than one expression
of divine monotheistic truth. They
believed, therefore, that if they were
right, then everybody else - including

the Jews - were wrong.
rhetorically, whether anti-S emitism
IBEGIN
BY
ASKING,
is even a term
that is applicable
to
Islam and Muslims. This is a relevant
question because anti-Semitism as we
know it. in Europe developed in close
relationship with Christianity, a very
different religious system from Islam.
We must not make the common error
of engaging in reductive analysis by
considering Islamic anti-Selritism to
be the same as Christian anti-Semitism.
This would blur important distinctions
and lead us to arrive at distorted results
that contribute to bad policy.
There is plenty of anti-Semitism in
tlie Muslim world today. But this is a
modem phenomenon. In the medieval
world, life everywhere was more

formally stratified than in modem
democracies, and those who were
situated outside the privileged classes,
families or religions often suffered. h
Christian Europe, .for example, not
only were non-Christians - such as
Jews, believers in indigenous European
religions, or those who followed the
old Roman philosophical schools victims of deep and abiding prejudice
and violence. As we know so well,
even Christians whose theological
positions or ritual practice were
contrary to those of the establishment
were not infrequently victims of severe
prejudice and even terrible violence.
So otoo in thee medieval Muslim

reo;::,j:::,.:g:te¥aassff::::g:gg§:
Christians, Zoroastrians, Hindus and
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Buddhists. But this was more akin to a
prejudice of class distinction than to
racism or anti-Semitism. Muslims
officially had more rights and
privileges. Islam was considered by
Muslims to be a better religion. But in
the medieval Muslim world, Judaism
and Christianity were never outlawed
nor were their believers exiled as
occurred to J6ws in Christian Europe.
For virtually the entirety of Islamic
his.tory, the Jews were never singled
out as a despised minority until the
present period. Today, things are
different. Today, anti-Semitism does
indeed exist in the Muslin World, and
it has become increasingly entrenched.
How did this happen, and what can we
do about it?
Islam established a hierarchy early
on in relation to other religions. Like
the Christians and Jews before them,
theMuslimsbelievedthattheirreligion
was the most perfect expression of the
divine will. So like their monotheistic
brethren before them, they created a
division in their legal system that
privileged the true believers over all
Others.

D

Centuries earlier, during the GrecoRoman period when monotheism
became known to many nations and
peoples of the world, it was associated
with a single organised r`eligious
community, the Jews. There were
31early many theologiocal and ritual
differences among Jeows - there were
Jewish religious denominations even
then, according to the Roman Jewish

So when Christianity succeeded in
becoming the official religion of the

Roman Empire in the forth century, it
formally established the creed of
supersessionism. Christianity was the
one and only true religion. It had
therefore superseded the old system of
the Jews. The old covenant was no
longer in force. Now the new covenant
of Christianity would reign as the only
true covenantal relationship with God.
This is the conceptual root - as
opposed to a theological basis - for
Christian anti-Semitism.
Theologically, the reason may be the
Jewish rejection of Jesus as Christmessiah, therefore invalidating or
cancelling the old covenant. But
conceptually, there simply had been no
previous human exp erience of different
monotheis+is living side-by-side, and
the early Christians were not interested
or able to consider an alternative.
But by the time Islam came around,
however, more than a half millermium
later, the world was divided between a
number of expressions of monotheism:
varieties of Jewish monotheism like
Rabbanism and proto-Kara'ism, Orthodox, and non-Orthodox expressions of
Christianity like Marcionites, Monophysites, Duophysites and Arainists.
and so forth. All claimed thatthey had
access to religious truth. Theologically,
Islam developed its own clailm of ex-

ET:s::i:e:n¥ca:E?i::VET:slip:T¥::::
of monotheism' from the very emer-

gence of their belief system. The eady
Muslims observed them living together
- not necessarily comfortably, but
nonetheless. So Islam naturally
adopted the theological as well as po1itical policy of toleration. Not
pluralism but toleration.
This changed in the modem period
for a number of reasons, the major
overall theme being the iuroad of
colonialism with its `cultural
imperialism.' It is well known how
colonialism brought Western ideas as
well as political and military power to
the Mddle East, and it is also well
known today that these ideas were not
limited only to the ins.piring ideas of
science, democracy and freedom. It
included a very strong dose of
European superiority and racism, and
Christian superiority and bigotry.
When Islam was culturally dominant
in the .Middle East, it had no reason to
absorb Christian ideas of the `other'
which certainly existed among the
subaltem Christians of the region for
centuries. But during the modern
period many Muslims became
existentially threatened by the inroads
and dominance of Christian Europe. It
became natural for the culture and
ethos of the Muslim World to become
influenced by European Christianity
through colonialism and the religious
missions that came along with it.
Jonathan Frankel of the Hebrew
University has written in painstaking
detail about how the Christian blood
libel came to the Muslim World
through the famous Damascus Affair
of 1840. The libel that Jews bake
773cz}zof on Pesach with non-Jewish,

Christian, blood has a Certain
psychological logic for Christians
because of the Christian ritual
consumption of the body and the blood
of Christ. Blood and its consumption
in

sacrifice,

or

7#czfzcz%,

which

resembles the wafer of the Eucharist,
resonates with Christianity - which is
why that particular slanderous lie was
concocted in the Christian World. But
ithasnoresonancewithlslamicvalues,
no echo of Islaniic religious ideas or
ritual. The importation of certain
Christian values into the Muslim
World through colonialism made this
possible. Before the nineteenth century
Western conceptual incursions into the
Mddle East, nobody in the Muslim
world cared about a blood libel.
The second half of the nineteenth
century was the time when the great
Ottoman Empire was in its death
throes.Islam,whichhadpoliticallyand
intellectually. superseded the Christian
World a thousand years earlier, was
2

itself, in turn, becoming superseded by
it. How to explain and respond to this
catastrophe? A number of theories and
strategies were proposed by Muslim
intellectuals and activists.
• Some went in the direction of
accommodation. These might say:
`The Western systems have proven

to be better than the old Arab/
Muslim systems. Therefore, we must
absorb these superior ideas. Be
secular, get educated and become
democratic or socialist.' This
philosophy and strategy abandoned

religious tradition in favour of
Western secular ideas.
• Others went in the direction of piety,
saying: `We suffer because we aren't

The fiar end Of this
Musli,in reaction i,s
represehied today
with the likes Of Osama
bin Laden cand other

ultra-reactionary
Muslj,ms. These groaps
are sometimes called
salafi 77coi;e77ce77}s',

salafiyya I.7? £4rczz)I.c.

Their goal is to recapture
the .prisine days Of
the Prophet Muhammad,
and we observe in
them a fantasy Of
inagined, primordial
Islcan in its early heyday.
They cannot reconstruct
the historical trlith Of the
period, so they create an
inagined world.
good enough Muslims. Therefore, be
better Muslims, develop your
relationship with God through more
good works and pious behaviours.'
This philosophy and strategy made
use of Islam as it was known already,
but practiced poorly.
• A third strategy was to return to the
heady days of the original Islamic
Conquest. They said something like
this: `We are failing because God is
angry with us. Therefore, we need to

recreate the world of emerging Islam
when Muslims were true believers
and God was especially accessible to
them, when God enabled the Arab
Muslims to conquer most of the
known world. Become like
Muhammad and his companions, our
ancestors and forbears, the scr/cz/'
This approach is reactionary and
claims to abandon all the ideals of
modemity. But what exactly was the
worldofemergingprimordiallslam?
That was not so clear, so attempts
were made to re-construct it.
Because no one really knew, it was
constructed from a broad and varied
tradition, and sometimes in strange
ways. The end product was an
inaginary utopia that never eristed.
This third response reflects a much
larger `back to roots' movement among
many populations of the world today,
from African Americans to Indian
Hindus, Western Christians, and Jews
- note the Jewish ba`al teshuvah
movement, for example. The far end of
this Muslim reaction is represented
today with the likes of Osama bin
Laden and other ultra-reactionary
Muslins. These groups are sometimes
called sczJcz¢ movements, s'cz/czfl)a;cz in

Arabic. Their goal is to recapture the
pristine days of the Prophet
Muhammad, and we observe in them a
fantasy of imagined, primordial Islam
in its early heyday. They cannot
reconstruct the historical truth of the
period, so they create an imagined
world.
The
larger
`back-to-roots'
movement in the world today finds an
important parallel in the European
Romantic Movement. of the 19th
century, which emphasized a return to
ethnic roots prior to their corruption by
the institutions of modem civilization.
The Romantic Era spawned a number
of conservative national movements.
The most radical exaggeration of
Romantic ideas and ideology created
ultra-reactionary nationalisms that
were based on the purity of race, the
most famous being the Germany of the
National Socialist Party.
There is a fascinating parallel
between the imagined world of the
ultra-reactionary Muslim movements
seeking a pure, primordial Islaln, and
the reconstruction of an imagined
Gerlnanic Arianism out of the Teutonic
forests of Northern Europe. Germanic
Arianism was an ultra-reactionary,
romantic and imaginative reconstruction of a past that never was. The

Germans were reeling from the
horrendous failures of the first world
war. Some, who could not bear the
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There has been no poll, to my knowledge,
that has taken a represehiative
sc[mple Of the btllton-odd population

Of the Muslin world as a whole.
I suspect that if such a pall were taken,

we would fred that the overwheling
majority Of Muslins take the tolerant
traditional MIAsli,in view toward other
monothelstic bdievers , inchading Jews.
humiliation of defeat, used this inagined past as a crutch upon which to
lean. They claimed that if Germans
would only act like their so-called
Teutonic forbears, they would again
control Europe. In an important parallel
among some ultra-reactionary religious
Muslims, we observe the claim that if
the worlds' Muslims would only act
like their righteous and pious Arab
Muslim forbears, they would again
control the Middle East. The s'czJcz¢

groups found a great help in Nazi
propaganda.
Through the propaganda, they came
to a parallel, if delusional, conclusion
about the Jews. For the ultrareactionary Germans, the Jews were
the root cause of evil that prevented

them from reaching that euphoric
period of great creativity and power.
And for these modem sczJo/is, the Jews
are the cause of evil that is preventing
Muslims from reaching the heights of
their vision and realising their destiny.
The Dalnascus affair of 1840 brought
Christianreligiousanti-Semitismtothe
Muslim World. The religiously
extremist SczJcz¢ movements that we
have witnessed increasingly in the last
thirty years have brought racial antiSemitism to the Muslim World.
So, sadly and dangerously, the older
traditional Islamic position of
tolerance, even if not equality, for
religious minorities has been replaced,
increasingly, by this way of thinking.
And this has tragically affected the
status of Christians as well as Jews
living in the Muslim World. Christians
are living precariously today in much
of the Muslim World, from Pakistan to
Morocco.
The anti-Semitism that we witness
in the Muslim World must be seen in
relation to the resentment of Christians
and the West in general. Not all
Muslins are anti-Semites and not all
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Muslims hate Christians and the West.

h fact, probably only a relatively few
can be placed in these categories. It is

critically important to understand that,
as among Jews and Christians, there
are many ways to be a Muslim. There
are different Islamic movements with
different views of history, of salvation,
of the position of non-Muslims in the
world, and so forth. What we too often
lump together as a general "Islam"
must be distinguished by different
theologies and different ways to
practice, just as in Judaism and
Christianity. But most Muslims are
•influenced by the resentments and
even hatred that is discussed,
publicised and perpetuated on
television, radio, and newspapers,
many of which are government
supported or sanctioned. They,
therefore, tend to absorb anti-Jewish
prejudiceintheircollectiveworldview.
It is inportant to stress that while
anti-Semitism may be a general
phenomenon in the Muslim world, it is
nowhere near universal. This is my
own observation. There has been no
poll, to my knowledge, that has taken a
representative sample of the billionodd population of the Muslim world as
a whole. I suspect that if such a poll
were taken, we would find that the
overwhelming majority of Muslims
talce the tolerant traditional Muslim
view toward other monotheistic
believers, including Jews.
Many are now familiar with the
analysis that, to my mind, is correct in
associating the growth of Islamic antiSemitism with the difficulties the
Muslim world has had in competing
with a relentless Western drive for
power and influence in the region. To
use some of the language of this
association, it was the penetration and
exploitation of the Muslim world
through Western colonialism, then

imperialism, and now globalism, that
has been both unstoppable and often
unethical. It is not my intention to.
assign blame here. But a relationship
certainly exists between Mushim antiSemitism and Western exploitation,
and Muslims' failure to become
competitive enough to moderate it/or
prevent it. We must take this
association into careful consideration
in our analysis of Muslin grievances
against the West.
In the minds of many Muslims,
especiallyinthermddieEastandNorth
Africa, but also in Afghanistan and
Paldstan, the tremendous oppression of
local dictators and other autocratic
rulers, the devastating poverty and
health crises are all associated with the
disruption of traditional systems that
had been in place prior to Western
infiltration.
Add to tbis the emergence of
Zionism. With the onset of Jewish
nationalism and significant Jewish
settlement in Palestine, relations
between Jews and Muslims, and
between Judaism and Islam, became
increasingly politicized. The challenge
to Muslims was the challenge of a
modem Jewish national group that
clained the same national territory as
the Arab inhabitants. It began as a
political challenge. It soon became also
an economic and social challenge. But
it was often understood and expressed
by Muslims in religious temis. It has
since become a religious challenge in
the minds of many Muslims in many
parts of the world.
Some Muslin political and religious
leaders have used this comection, plus
the fact that the Jewish nationalism that
is Zionism originated from Europe, to
label Israel and Zionism as the political
and military beachhead of unremitting
Western exploitation. Jews, Zionism
and Israel have thus become very
intimately associated among many
Muslims with Western abuse in general.
Exploitation and abuse have indeed
occurred. Intense suffering has
sometimes been the result. An
unbiased examination of the Zionist
movement and establishment of the
Stateoflsraelwouldconcludethatthey
have indeed caused suffering to many
Muslims. The creation of any new
nation-state, by definition, changes the
relationships ofpolitical, economic and
social elites, and working-class and
peasant folk. Some people inevitably
suffer. Sometimes a lot of people

suffer. But among many Muslims,
today, Jews/Zionism/Israel has been
assigned the symbolic blare for the
suffering of all Muslins at the hands of
3

the West. This is not only scapegoating
and a major distortion of reality, it is a
form of racism. According to the
working definition of anti-Semitism
established by the EU Monitoring
Centre on Racism and Xenophobia,
`Accusing Jews as a people of being

responsible for real or imagined
wrongdoing committed by a single
Jewish person or group, or even for
acts committed by non-Jews' is a form
of anti-Semitism.
Having said that, we must
acknowledge that the tremendous
anger among many Muslims that has
been building over the years is, at least
in part, legitimate. The enormous
pressure of political, economic and
social frustration affects not only
Muslims living in the Muslin World,
but also Muslims living in Europe. This
hasbeenbomeoutbytheEUReportof
2002-2003.

And the legitimacy of the political,
economic and social grievances of
minorities in Europe, many of them
Muslim, has also been documented by
the EU Report.
Sometimes the pressure is partially
released by scapegoating. And
scapegoating, as we know, can move
in more than one direction. The
pressures that many in Europe with
native European ancestry experience
are not infrequently released onto
immigrant groups. Many of these are
Muslim. And in European culture,
which has imagined itself a "Christian
continent" at least since the tenth
century,itiswellknownthatJewshave
been one important traditional
scapegoat and continue to be. It is
natural therefore, though not
pardonable, for some Muslins who are
victims of European prejudice, to
direct their rage onto Jews.
To summarise thus far, Muslim
immigrants to Europe have three major
sources of support forcanti-Semitism: `
6

1. Traditional christian religious anti-.
Selnitism exported to the Muslim
Worldfoy Christian mis sionaries and
absorbed outside of Europe.

2. Absorption or affirmation of
Christian anti-Semitism through
living in Christian Europe.
3. Absorption of what is, to Islam, the
new phenomenon of racial antiSemitismothrough the websites and
other propaganda sources of the
S cz Jcz¢6-style movements.

ci

a The interaction of these various
sources of anti-.Semitism in Europe
have become increasingly dangerous
recently; and especially Since the attack
against the American World Trade
• Center towers and Pentagon in 2001.

Can this be reversed? As always, there
are differences of opinion among
observers, scholars and commentators.
I believe that it can. Take the
theological anti-Semitism of the
Catholic Church. Although by no
means eradicated, Catholic AntiSemitism has been effectively reduced
by the Catholic Church's `Declaration
On The Relation Of The Churcb To
Non-Christian Religions,' known as
IVosfrcz 4efc!fe and proclained by Pope
Paul VI in 1965.
It is ironic and tragic that, at the very
time that the centre of religious antiSemitism in the Catholic Church has
rejected that very anti-Semitism, some
in the Muslim World seem to be
accepting it. And at a time when the
West has overwhelmingly rejected
racial anti-Semitism, parts of the
Middle East appear to be embracing it.
Take the bizarre case of President
Bashar al-Assad' s welcoring remarks
to the Pope when he cane to Syria in
2001 after visiting Yad Vashem. At
Yad Vashem, the Pope called publicly
for `...the mutual respect required of
those who adore the one Creator and
Lord, and look to Abraham as our
common father in faith.' (77e
Re7#e7#Z7er, V). The Pope's address

was broadcast on CNN. When he
arrived in Syria a short time later,
President Bashar al-Assad said, `They
[Israelis and Jews] try to kill all the
principles of divine faiths with the
same mentality of betraying Jesus
Christ and torturing Him and in the
same way that they tried to commit
treachery against Prophet Muhammad. '
(Syrian President Bashar al-Assad
welcoming Pope John Paul 11 to Syria,
May 5, 2001).

This demonstrates the huge
disconnection between what the West
has rejected and what the Middle East
has accepted. What can be done about
this?
As we Jews have leaned since the
beginning of anti-Jewish antagonisms
millennia ago, if we want changes, then
we must take iiniatives.
The suggestions I am making here
are inspired by the writings of my
coueague and friend, Professor
Michael Berenbaun:
1. Recognise the problem. We need to
recognise the difference between
legitimate
Muslim
political
grievances, of which there are
plenty, and the use of anti-Semitism
as a tool to gain support for those
grievances. The inability to
differentiate between them only
exacerbates the problem.
2. Condemn anti-Semitism in all of its

manifestations and quarantine it.
Anti-Semitism is a disease that
affects the entire society. Civility,
tolerance and mutual acceptance are
the basic requirements of the
civilized world. But anti-Semitism
camot be condemned in a vacuum.
It must be censured along with all
other forms of racism, including
racism directed against Muslims,
and against ethnic groups that tend
to be associated with Islam such as
Arabs, Turks, Kurds and others. It is
both politically naive and immoral
to be selective when condemning
racism.
3. Study. Islam. Only by understanding
something substantial about a
different religious tradition can we
find appropriate ways for dialogue
that respects its integrity. We must
serve as role-models for dispassionate
discourse with the religious other.
4. Cultivate relationships with Muslim
partners. Find areas of common
interestthatcanbepromotedjointly.
Let Muslims see that we, like they,
are humans with real human needs
and passions. Cultivate Muslim
leaders with whom we find common
interests and outlooks. Our Muslini
partners can break insidious
stereotypes of Jews and serve as
positive interpreters of Judaism to
Muslim communities both in the
West and in the Muslim World.
5. Patience. It takes a long time for
traditions to change. The discourse
of modemity did not enter Islam in
the same way that it did Christianity
and Judaism. Islam had its reformist
movements during the first part of
the last century. But these movements became largely discredited
because of their close association
with Western exploitation, first
through colonialism, then imperialism and now, globalism. This can
change again, but it is not likely if a
`clash of civilizations mentality' is
the basis of our dialogue.
If we agree that a united Europe is
impossible without democratic values,
civility, tolerance and mutual respect,
then we must model these values in our
relations with the `other' - even with a
`hostile cher'. We must be unflinching

in our condemnation of all forms of
racism, including anti-Semitism. But,
to cite the Jewish tradition in relation to
the ge7., the proselyte, while we push
away with one hand, we must draw
closer with the other I
REUVEN FIRESTONE is P7.a/es'sor o/
Medieval Judaism and Islarm at Hebre:w Union
College, Los Amgeles
`,
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THE DICTIONARY OF

JEVISII BIOGRAPHY
by Dan Cohn-Sherbok
Published by Continuum Books,
London, October 2005,
ISBN: 0826462fifty2, 308 pp,

THE

ANDIE

hb, £35.00
CTov shem mishemen tov.. A good na.me ±s

better than fine oil.'

Ecclesiastes 7:1

Sherbok's new Dz.c/j.o7€czr); o/

PROFESSOR
DAN
COHNJewish Biography
provides
tea.ders with an A-Z of figures from times
past to times present. From Aaron flourished thirteenth Century BCE the Israelite leader and elder brother of
Moses, to stephan zweig ( 18 81 -1942),

the Austrian author, Cohn-Sherbok
delightfully and succinctly describes
almost 4000 personalities from Jewish
history, religion, the arts, comedy,
science and more.
Serving as a jumping-off point, the
book encourages the reader to delve
deeper into these people's lives, to
understand more about the role they
played, and the contributions they have
made, not only to Jewish life throughout the ages,- but to the wider
communities in which they lived and

worked I

DJ

EXTREMELY LOUD AND
INCREDIBLY CLOSE: A NOVEL
by Jonathan Safran Foer,
Published by Hamish Hamilton,
London, June 2005,
ISBN: 024114213X,

pp.368, hb, £14.99

absorbing and incredibly painful

THISnovel
IS which
AN EXTREMELY
I would highly
recommend. Jonathan Safran Foer,
tNIlhor of Everything is Illuminated,
has achieved the not insignificant feat
of producing a second novel of real
stature to follow up his award-winning
and best-selling debut.
In this novel, set in New York, Oskar
Shell is a precocious ten year old - his
`business card' identifies him as,
amongst other things, an `inventor...
amateur entomologist, Francophile...

pacifist') who lost his father in the
slaughter of September 11, 2001.

The reader is taken with Oskar on a
quest to find meaning in a seemingly
meaningless world. He travels around
the five boroughs looking for clues to a
puzzle, the resolution of which, he
believes, will bring him closer to his
father. En route, Oskar meets a
typically eccentric collection of New
York characters, including a couple
who have built museums in homage to
20
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one another and a woman who has
taken up residence on the observation
deck of the Empire State Building.
With Oskar's tragedy as a backdrop,
the narrative is soaked in sadness. This
atmosphere of pathos is deepened even
further as Foer weaves in the stories of
Oskar's grandmother and grandfather
- tales which lead us back to the
devastating bombing of Dresden at the
end of the Second World War.
Some may find this book too
gimmicky and Foer's gamesmanship
distracting, but he is simply a master
and innovator of his art. The incorporation of imagery into the text
enriches a multilayered and entrancing
narrative. Foer's dialogue is always
handled with the lightest of touch and
he keeps his reader gripped by the constant juxtaposition of sorrow and

laughter I
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THE QUESTION OF ZION
by Jacqueline Rose,
Published by Princeton University
Press, Princeton, April, 2005,
ISBN: 0691117fiftyo,

pp.208, hb, £12.95

Tg#:::a:r:[s:anfosf,I:!eel:;#
by examining the political doctrine that
brought about its existence. In the
preface, Rose cites the poet and critic
Tom Paulin: `You're either a Zionist
or an anti-Zionist, there's no middle
way.' Rose challenges this notion,
claiming instead that a thorough
exploration of Zionism is needed. In
order fully to comprehend the concept
of Zionism, Rose employs a range of
different approaches, from history and
politics to theology and psychoanalysis. The result is a methodical and
erudite study which intermingles a
range of voices including Herzl,
Weizmann, Buber, Arendt and Freud.
Many will find Rose's critique
offensive, particularly her final chapter
which addresses the controversial
relationship between Israel and the
Holocaust. Her view is that the
degradation and humiliation suffered
by European Jewry has been translated
into an over-aggressive militarism in
Israeli state policy. Rose argues that
the Israeli army treats the Palestinian
people as a scapegoat for past Jewish
persecution.
The Question Of Zion is a, thoughaprovoking read. Rose poses a potent
question, attributed to Daniel BenSimon, which sums up her objective:
`Who is the true friend of Israel: the

loving

patriot?'.

critic

or

the

unthinking
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THE

OTHER
Mark L Winer
Rabbi Mark Winer is one Of
world Jewry's leading figures
in interfdiih dialogue. The

fiollowing is the text of a
lecture that he gave to the
luternodional Corference Of
Christians and Jews Meeting
in Chicago 24-27 July 2005
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the aspiration of humanity is
Oneness. Every human being is utterly
unique as God is utterly unique.
Human diversity and the diversity of
human institutions - including religion
- devolve from the diversity of
individual human uniqueness. The
future of interfaith relations lies in
understanding
and
celebrating
difference.
If God had wanted us all to be the
same, that is the way God would have
made us. Instead God endowed
humanity with difference, and this
difference is a miracle to be celebrated.
The
well-known
midrash
in
Babylonian Talmud Sanhedrin 37a
reminds us that when a human being
makes a coin, each one exhibits exactly
the same features. However when the
Holy One fashions each person with
the stalnp of the flrst Adam, not one is
exactly like another.
So we must honour the differences
that God has made. It is not only that
the differences in our physical
attributes, cultural mores, personal
actions, psychological attributes and
intellectual
capacities
must be
honoured,
but also that our
understandings of the world that arise
from these differences must be
honoured. It is as if we are all pieces of
a cosmic puzzle. In order to have a
complete picture, every single one of
us is needed in all our differences.
Nature confirms what God has created.
It thrives on biodiversity and would
perish without it. Just as we are
caretakers of the world, we must be
caretakers of our own human diversity.
We begin, easily enough, in Genesis
with the creation of a single human
being who is made in the image of
God. Not only is each and every one of
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us made in God's image, but all of us
are the children of that one ancestor.
Ultimately, we are all brothers and
sisters, and as every parent knows,
great diversity begins in the children of
a single family. One child takes after
one parent's brother, and another child
takes after the other parent's aunt.
Some of the worst violence takes place
among those who are closest to each
other. Learning how to get along
begins at home, and is one of the most
exhausting tasks of parenthood, and yet
it is also one of the most satisfying.
When children truly know how to care
for each other despite their differences,
parents can rest easier, knowing they
have laid a solid foundation for future
generations.
How is it that we can allow for the
diversity within a family, and cannot
extend our tolerance and love beyond
it? I repeat; we are all made in the
image of God. We are all members of
one human family: black, white,
yellow, and red, male, and female,
Christian, Muslim, and Jew. God
somehow encompasses all difference.
Why would we want to make God so
narrow and so small that God only
reflects our own singular narrow view?
That attempt reverses the image
making. We would be making God in
our narrow image. It must be the other
way around. We must expand and
attempt to emulate God.
It is true that we may not all
understand the text of God's iniage in
the same way. But J772z.fozz.o Dez. also

asks us to attempt to do as God has
done. In this connection, another
midrashic story, from Exodus Rabbah
5:9, is appropriate. It is said that at
Mount Sinai, when God revealed the
Ten Commandments to the children of
Israel, God's voice went forth, and
each person heard it according to his or
her own ability. Did God refuse to
speak because each person heard it
differently? No, it is as though God
spoke in such a way that each person
could benefit in some way from God's
words, no matter how different each
person' s interpretation may have been.
God not only creates diversity, God
knows how to respond to it.
As if that were not enough, we have
been told to love the stranger, because
we as Jews were strangers in a strange
land (Deuteronomy 10: 18). Even more
specifically, we are to care for the
stranger and give the stranger food and
clothing. Thus not only are we made in
the image of God, not only must we
attempt to imitate God's ways, but we
have been given specific instruction on
how to act towards one who is different
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from ourselves. This is not only about
appearance, or action, but also about
what we say and think.
We have all had the experience of
being strangers. The experience can
be particularly unpleasant. Human
beings yearn for community. But a
community based on a single identity,
though it may have its value, is fragile
unless it acknowledges not only the
value of the diversity within itself, but
also the value of diversity outside of
itself. If others can accept my
peculiarities, I not only learn tolerance,
but also feel a part of the community in
all my own particularity. Tolerance not
only allows us to live with each other
in peace, it provides the fertile ground
upon which souls can grow and
expand.
The experience of being a stranger
in a strange land, however, can also
become liberating in creativity and can
stimulate the very best of which human
beings are capable. I have had precisely
this positive experience of being a
stranger in a strange land in the seven
and a half years that I have been in
London.
Many of you knew me when I `used
to be' an American. Vthen I was first
approached about becoming the senior
rabbi of the West London Synagogue,
I told the one who tried to interest me
in the position that nothing would seem
more ridiculous. How could someone
so American become the senior rabbi
of the oldest progressive synagogue in
Great Britain, the `mother synagogue'
and `flagship' of the Reform
Movement. In my gut, it struck me as
absolutely absurd.
Although I have come to love British
culture and have acquired British
citizenship without renouncing my
American nationality, I remain and will
forever remain very American. The
more I have come to understand the
culture and the people around me, the
more comfortable I have become with
all their distinctiveness, the more I
have learned to celebrate the
uniqueness of both American and
British culture. I have learned to apply
the best of what I leamed from my
rabbinate in America to the British
context. My work would not have been
nearly so fruitful in England had I been
any less American, nor could I possibly
become any happier or more
productive anywhere in America. It is
precisely the interactive effect of this
very American rabbi within my most
British synagogue that works so well.
It is endlessly challenging, stimulating,

and fro.
And so it is when we learn similarly
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Wze arrive at

new insights

about our own
religions from
the responses

of people of
otherfiatths.
Their questions

and challenges
stimulate
consideration Of
dif f drent angles.
VIfe learn how

to appreciate
each other as
the other views
himself or herself
Tine learn to

work together
and enjay
oursehies together
based on our
respective
dijjferences.

to enjoy our religious diversity. We
arrive at new insights about our own
religions from the responses of people
of other faiths. Their questions and
challenges stimulate consideration of
different angles. We learn how to
appreciate each other as the other views
himself or herself. We leam to work
together and enjoy ourselves together
based on our respective differences.
We grow to appreciation and perhaps
even `holy envy' of the pre-eminent
particularities of others, and their very

different ways of commemorating
sacred occasions.

Dialogue with the other is essential
to this growth. I am a better person for
having known people whose interests
and ways of understanding the world
differ from my own. When Martin
Buber writes about the I-Thou
relationship, this difference is intrinsic
to the relationship. You and I cannot
be the same if there is to be an authentic
relationship. All else is a form of
projection that diminishes the stature
of the other.
Emmanuel Levinas, the FrenchJewish philosopher goes even further.
For him, the very distinctiveness of the
Other is prior to all Being. That is, if
there is crec!Zz.o ex 72z.fez./o, then the move

from nothingness to any fomi of being
means that the very difference between
nothingness and being is the difference
between the other and the self. As a
result, the Other becomes the
foundation upon which all human
existence is built.
It is this othemess that serves as a
basis for ethics, and not the similarities

that we share. Because of this, the
Other is to be honoured and respected
above the self. The Other is the teacher
that can never fully be known. It is
only when the Other is acknowledged
and revered that ethics can even come
into existence. To attempt to know the
Other completely is to absorb the Other
into one's own being. This is the
ultimate violation that Being can
perpetrate. It is the undoing of creation.
Being in all its power must have limits
put upon it. Those limits are set by the
existence of othemess within which
ethics itself is found.
How are we to incorporate this sense
of othemess into our ethics? We have
made a begiming in three ways, each
of which is capable of sanctifying
diversity. First, we are all made in the
image of God, and God's image is so
large that it can include all of us in all
our diversity. Second, we must attempt
to act in God's ways, and because God
knows how to encounter each of us in
continued on next page
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all our diversity, we too must attempt
to encounter each individual in their
diversity. Third, we have been given
direct instruction in how to treat the
one who is not like us, the stranger,
and we must try to follow the word of
God. Our philosophers have only
confirmed these religious insights.
But there is yet a fourth way that we
can consider. A new way has been
found to interpret an ethical concept
that emerges out of the Talmud. The

coneeptisciilhedlifnimmishurathadin,
or what can be loosely translated as
within the bounds ofjustice. This ethic
is not based on following a single

principle of morality, but by generating
two or more principles, which act as
dimensions for constructing a moral
Space.

Let me give you an example. A
person is failing miserably at a
particular task, and his or her
performance needs to be addressed.
There are at least two principles that
should be used to construct a moral
space where his or her performance
can be discussed. First, one must be
honest with the person. Second, one
must be as kind as possible to the
person. If only one principle is chosen,
then honesty can be brutally delivered,
or kindness can keep one from
delivering a clear message. In this case,
a variety of diverse ways can be
generated to fit within the space
constructed by the two principles.
Much may depend on who each of the
individuals in the discussion is. In this
way, diversity is not ignored or stifled,
butlimitsareplacedonhowonespeaks
to the other.
In fact not just what one does, but
how one implements what one does
becomes a focus for attention. As a
result, moral action demands more
from us than ever before and the stakes
have never been so high. We must find
ways to celebrate difference and set
limits on destructive action.
Judaism found a way to do this by
allowing freedom of thought, and
setting
limits
on
action.
The
robustness and vitality of Judaism,
small though Judaism is among the
religions of the world, comes in part
from this self-understanding. But this
way of living in the world is not only
for Jews. The greater the diversity is,
the greater the need for such a way to
be shared by all.
It is true that not all situations may
be as easily addressed as that in the
above example. But the awareness that
morality is a multidimensional
phenomenon opens us to the possibility

of fmding a way for diverse opinions
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to be considered together when moral
questions arise. Each opinion may
reflect the principle(s) of different

groups of people. Instead of choosing
between principles, we must develop

ways that celebrate our differences. We
must come to understand these
differences as those who embrace other
religions understand themselves, as
they understand their beliefs and
practices.

VIe must learn
to teach
about each other
in ways that
celebrate our
diffdrences.
Twe must come

to understand
these dif ferences
as those who
embrace other
religions
understcmd
themselves, as
they understand
their beliofs and
practices.
the skills to coordinate these principles.
Only when diverse positions are
coordinated can we avoid the Scylla
and Charybdis of moral relativism and
moral absolutism.
Thus diversity is not an obstacle to
be eliminated. It becomes the very
basis
upon
which
authentic
relationships and ethics can be

guaranteed. I am a better person when
I open myself to othemess than when I
shut it out or try to rid the world of it. It
is only when we welcome difference
that the messianic dream of peace on
earth and goodwill towards all can be
fulfilled.

Three tasks appear crucial to the
future of interfaith relations. First we
must leam to teach about each other in

Second, we must move beyond
merely the discussion of ideas, and find
ways of working cooperatively as
partners in rz.4ha7z O/cz77c, the repair of

the world. We are all members of the
same highly dysfunctional human
family. Only when we labour to piece
together the shattered urn of our world,
do we begin to bear witness to God's
Oneness. But we can only work
together as partners if our partnership
rests on open acknowledgement of our
sacred diversity.
Third, we might learn how to

worship in tandem - perhaps
antiphonally. We must remain true to
our different beliefs and practices. We
must
reject
lowest
common
denominator religion and jettison any
tendency to worship `to whom it may
concern. ' Jews and Muslims must learn
not to wince when Christians pray in
Christ's name. And Christians and
Muslims need to appreciate the Jewish
attachment to the land and language of
their ancestors.

Instead when conjoint worship is
desirable, all must be encouraged to
come as they are, and pray in the words
they believe and act true to their
different traditions. Never must any
religion exalt itself over any other, and
never must differences be submerged
in a self-delusion of uniformity. At its
occasional best, Americans celebrate
Thanksgiving
as
an
interdenominational and interreligious
festival. Everywhere the full range of
religionscanjointogether,withmutual
respect, to mark civic occasions. These
must become occasions to exemplify
the rich diversity with which our
Creator endowed us all.
I conclude with the magnificent

midrash of Martin Buber on Echczd One -in the Sfee77zcz. For Buber, One is

not quantitative but qualitative. God is
unique, utterly other and different. Our
creation in God's image means that
each of us is unique, utterly other and
different. If anyone has ever been
created, if anyone ever will be created
exactly like you or me, there would
have been no justification for our

creation .
RABBI MARK L WINER, Ph.D., D.D. z.s
Senior Rabbi at the West London Synagogue Of
British Jews and Chair Of the International
lnterfaith Task Force, the World Union for
Pro gressive Judaism.
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To whom, then, can you liken Me? To
whom can I be compared? says the Holy
O#e.
asaiah 40:25)

nor are your ways My ways, declares the
Eternal. But as the heavens are high above
the earth, so are My ways high above your
ways and My thoughts above your

For My thoughts are not your thoughts,

frfeozzgfets.

asaiah 55:8-9)

MIND YOUR LANGUAGE
ERHAPS
IT
IS
NOT
fashionable. Perhaps it's just not
very English. For one reason or
another, we struggle to talk about God.
Adlnittedly, one person may announce
that they believe in God and another
that they do not, or cannot. Someone
else blames God. Yet another says that
they seek comfort in God. But talk of
what we actually mean by `God' is less
common. It is hard work, and at the
heart of our talking about God lies a
paradox. On the one hand we want our
God to be truly other, transcendent,
unfathomable. In that case human
language may be wholly inadequate.
On the other hand, if we do want to
talk about God, then hulnan language
and our own experience are all the tools
we have got.
One answer is to resort to a mystical
silence. If human language cannot be
used to describe God in an objectively
accurate way, then we accept our
limitations and simply will not try.
Certainly abandoning the use of
language for prayer would make the
forthcoming new Reform sz.ddwr a
slimmer volulne. The other and more
satisfactory approach is the use of
metaphor, simile and symbol. We
accept that we camot talk directly or
literally about God but we can still use
human language to allude rather than

P

Paul Freedman
JUDAISM, PHYSICS AND GOD:
SEARCHING FOR SACRED
METAPHORS IN A
POST-EINSTEIN WORLD
by David Nelson,
Jewish Lights Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont, 2005,
ISBN I-58023-252-3

pp.400, hb, $24.99

describe.

There is a danger in this approach.
Even we who claim not to be
fundamentalists are guilty of slipping
into literal-mindedness, of forgetting
that our metaphors are metaphors.
Much of our metaphorical language for
God - our Father, our King, Judge,
Guardian, Shepherd or Rock - may
have become easy or comfortable for
at least some of us in its wide and
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established usage, hallowed by biblical
and liturgical support. But they are
metaphors nonetheless. They may be
helpful in hinting at God, or some
aspect of God, but any one metaphor
must of necessity be insufficient. If we
become too attached to a particular
metaphor, we may take it too literally.
And `theological literal-mindedness is

idolatrous, not because it claims to
describe the transcendent God in

human and natural terms - what other
terms can we use? - but, rather
becauseitinsiststhatthesedescriptions
are literally accurate and true .... The
assumption that God's nature can be
conveyed in a literal way by our natural
language is as idolatrous as building a
golden calf.' I

Look hard enough through the Bible
and rabbinic tradition and there are, for
example, feminine metaphors for God,
but they are relatively few. Their rarity
gives the impression that God is somehow more masculine than feminine.
Despite our anthropomoxphisms, God
is neither, but we cling to the masculine imagery as if it were more accurate
rather than just more comfortable.
Similarly, we must be honest about
whether our response to the use of
feminine imagery is due to its being
either (in)accurate or (un)comfortable.
Liturgical usage is a particularly interesting lens through which to view the
issue, as we would hope our prayer
books to be edited with consideration
for both our theology and our comfort.
The current trend in our liturgy, in both
the Liberal and Reform movements has
been, with an eye to both of these considerations, to `de-gender' God. As we
are reminded in the introduction to the
Liberal prayer book, `The truth is:
literally, God is neither male nor
female; metaphorically, God is both.'2
Accordingly, were this the only consideration, we should not be excluding
masculine language but rather
including feminine language.
The use of more metaphorical
language, rather than restricting it, is
beautifully illustrated by the C7zczsz.c7ez.

4sfe4e;7czz,

the

German

Pietist
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movement that arose in the twelfth
century, particularly in a genre of
theological poetry that they initiated.
One fine example is a pz.)/)/c/J - a

liturgical poem or composition - that
has been included in various positions
in the liturgy since at least the sixteenth
century.Ttiepiyyut,ShirHa-kavod,the

Song of Honour, is commonly known
by its opening words, j47e 'z.77e Ze772z.;-oJ.

In many Orthodox synagogues today,
it is included, often led by a boy under
bar mitzvah age, at the conclusion of
the

Shabbat A4wscz/ service.

`interestingly,

the

But

text of £4#'z.77?

verbs associated with giving birth.
If we also take into consideration
that the metaphorical language with
which we are most familiar comes to
us from another age, then we find
another problem. For a metaphor to
function, we use something familiar to
hint at something that is not. A rock is
still a rock, with all that particular
metaphor suggests about God - and

notwithstanding
the
different
resonances of the metaphor for the
Psalmist or a Year Eight Science pupil
studying the rock cycle. But is a king

Zemz.rof is found, I.# /ofo or in part, in

the prayer books of every American
non-Orthodox rite since the 1940s,'3 as
well as in the current British ones. In
many of these it has been considerably
abridged and the selection of verses is
in itself telling.
The thirty-one verse pz.}ry#J contains
an alphabetical acrostic, with one

intriguing imperfection, which does
not survive abridgement. It is mainly
the introductory and closing verses
outside the acrostic that are favoured
by the editors of progressive liturgies.
In these verses the poet describes his
longing for God, but also the limitations of language in a human attempt
to speak to or of God. In general terms,
he characterises language about God
as imaginative, allusive, indirect and
metaphorical, whilst significantly reminding us of the important theological
point that God is cone in all the
imagery'. What then follows, in the
unabridged pz.)ryw/, is a central section

of blatantly anthropomoaphic imagery.
Fiver A Companion to the Authorised
Dczz./)/ Prcz);er Boo fa describes these

verses as `possibly too direct for modem taste' and sometimes reaching `the
verge of anthropomoaphic licence.'4
Nevertheless, it is this central section
of the pz.)ry#f, with its range of meta-

phors for God, that reinforces the
theological point made in the opening.
As well as hopefully adding to our
metaphorical picture of God, it is their
very range and variety, sometimes
even mutual incompatibility, that will
remind us that they are metaphors and
cannot be taken too literally.
To restrict the range of metaphors
we employ is to increase the risk of
their being understood literally. This
seems to be a concept that is central in
Sfez.r fJ¢-frczi;od, a message that is lost

when its central verses are missing.
There may be value in retaining
amongst the masculine imagery, the
literally incompatible descriptions of
God's youthful black hair and ageing
grey, as well as a rare sequence of
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I am sometimes

asked what made
me `switch' f rom
physics to being
a rabbi. In f;act
I did not. Both

Judaism and
Physics were

and still are
part Of ,ny
language and
the way I try to
make sense Of
the world.
still a king? Is a lord still a lord, or even

a father still a father? There is no hami
in an old metaphor developing a new
effect as our understanding of images
changes from age to age and from
person to person. But there is a new
world that forms the context for our
lives and understanding of reality.
Surely then, our theological, and
eventual liturgical, task must be to find
new metaphors that are rooted in our
own world-view. At the beginning of
the twenty-first century, if we let our
creativity loose, what might our new
metaphors for talking about God be?
This is the challenge that David
Nelson, a former fellow of the Center
for Learning and Leadership in
America has grappled with in /wd¢z.s77c,
Pfrysz.es ¢#d God. For the Judaism, he
has rabbinic ordination from Hebrew

Union College. For the Physics he has
read a lot of popular science books,
specifically what is known as `new
physics', although some `new physics'
is a century old. And for God, he has
taken the first two and stirred them
together with a good measure of
creativity and enthusiasm. The result is
an engaging read, covering the Big
Bang, Quantum Mechanics, the
Anthropic Principle, Chaos Theory,
Fractals,
Special
and
General
Relativity, Black Holes and String
Theory. Not all of the metaphors he
develops apply to God. Some present
new patterns for viewing the world, or
rather space-time, and our place in it.
But all the time he weaves in assorted
texts and perspectives from Jewish
tradition. At times the links seem to be
simply there for the sake of a link, and
a Jewish response might well be `77?az.
72cz;ftycz mz.J?cz?' - literally `What comes

from it?' -or `73%?!' But on the whole

the approach is innovative and the
exercise is worthwhile.
I am sometimes asked what made
me `switch' from physics to being a
rabbi. In fact I did not. Both Judaism
and Physics were and still are part of
my language and the way I try to make
sense of the world. If you have a
background in physics or are not a
physicist but someone who didn't just
t]ny Haw:king s A Briof History Of Time
but actually read it, then Nelson has
provided a fresh perspective that is
worth a read. If you have just an inkling
of the fascinating advances in physics
in the last century and the impact that
they have had on our understanding of
the fabric of reality, but have never
found the courage or stamina to read
one of the many bestsellers in this
genre, Nelson's may be the way in,
navigating his way through the terrain
with helpful Jewish landmarks. If

physics just is not your thing, then
sadly, nor is this book I
]N.
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THE FIRST
MULTIICULTURAL SOCIETY
Southgate Reform Synagogue
FOR has
OVER
been marking
TWENTY
YomYEARS,
Hashoah
with a Memorial Service, followed by
a Guest Speaker, always a Sfeoczfe

survivor, who tells us something of
their story.
One year, the speaker described

having been at Zbaszyn. This was the
town on the German-Polish border,
where, in 1938, the Nazis expelled all
Polish-born Jews living in Germany.
But the Poles were no keener to have
them than the Germans. So some
fifty,000 Jews were stuck in this noman's land, and lived in appalling

Colin Eimer
JEWISH LIFE IN CRACOW,
1918-1939

by Sean Martin
with foreword by Antony Polonsky,
Vallentine Mitchell, 2004,
ISBN 0-85303-427-3,

possible outcome their ideas allowed.

pp.512, pb, £18.95

For them it was self-evident that,
however much Jews were pat of the
society in which they lived, in the end
they would be rejected. The only
solution to ensure Jewish survival and
continuity was to create a Jewish State
like any other State.
Sean Martin has done something to
redress the balance, painting a vibrant
picture of Jewish life in Cracow
between the wars, giving us a sense of
the multi-layered nature of that life. It
did come to a tragic end. But that
shouldneitherinvalidatenornegatethe

conditions.

Then somebody asked him a
question. He, too, had been in Zbaszyn,
he said, but was puzzled by some of
the things the speaker said about it. It
was a difficult moment. Where did the
truth lie? Just what was `the truth'
anyway? What do you do when two
men remember, with differing degrees
of clarity, something they both
experienced more than fifty years
previously. Something, moreover, that
became part of a broader experience
which carries such a heavy emotional,
existential and spiritual load?
`Historians are left forever chasing

i

shadows,' writes Simon Schama,
`painfully aware of their inability ever
to reconstruct a dead world in its
completeness, however thorough or
revealing their documentation. We are
doomed to be forever hailing someone
who has just gone around the comer
and out of earshot. '
This becomes exponentially more
difficult with European Jewish history
because the Sfeoczfe sits on it all, casting

its shadow over everything. That
includes the pre-Sfeoczfe past, because

we now look at what happened before
1933 through the distorting spectacles
of the knowledge of what happened
after 1933.

In that framework, the complexities
and richness of Jewish experience in
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Tom Segev' s The Seventh Million a]:rd
Peter Nov.1ck:s The Holocaust in
j7z.sfory. Amos Elon in his history of
German-Jewish life through to the
Shoah, The Pity Of It All, s,"gges;ts tlrfu
the story was not bound to end as it
did. There was nothing inevitable
about it - except for Zionist
theoreticians, for whom it was the only

Continental Europe end up being less
three-dimensional, `flattened out,' a
monochrome view with all colour
leached out of it. It is as if the way the
story ended for European Jewry
invalidates the previous century or
more of European Jewish life. It is as if
the way the story ended is the only way
it could have done so and `for goodness
sake, why could not European Jewry
see that this was what was going to
happen?'
The way the Sfeocz% cast its shadow

over Israeli and American life
respectively have been powerfully
documented in two magisterial studies:

pre-Sfeoczfe experience.

Here was a country which had a
fierce tradition of independence but a
long experience of subjugation, forever
sandwiched between hungry empires ~
Germany and Russia to the west and
east, Sweden and the AustroHungarian Hapsburgs to the north and
south. Polish independence was finally
achieved under the Treaty of versailles
in 1919. It lasted barely twenty years
but in that time there was an enormous
outpouring of Polish life and culture
and Polish Jews were enthusiastically
part-and-parcel of it all.
My mother was born in Cracow in
1912. Her father owned a sawmill in

the Tatra mountains not far from
Cracow - she used to talk of going to
school by ski in winter. Her parents
were assimilated Jews -probably more
`Poles of the Jewish persuasion' than

anything else - and she had little
Jewish education and life in her
childhood. She went to one of the best
girls' schools in Cracow, on the Rynek,
the enormous square in the centre of
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Facade of the Roform Temple on Miodowa Street in Kazimierz
(the old Jewish Quarter of Cracow)

town. By 1930, she was at the
Jagellonski University reading for a
degree in English literature.
She said that she barely experienced
any anti-Semitism. Some who heard
her saying this would often react
incredulously, as if rose-tinted memory
was displacing reality, or she was

simply wrong and her memory was
playing tricks: `After all, everybody
knows that `Pole' and `anti-Semite' are
synonyms...' We, too, were caught up

in the collective ngth that Jewish life
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in Poland consisted of unrelenting antiSemitism. Perhaps, we surmised, she
hadjust been lucky or, had she been at
Jagellonski five years later, her
experience might have been very
different. Jewish identity was a part of
her life - but not, I suspect, a
signiflcantly important one.
Sean Martin gives us much more of
the real picture. Cracow was a city
whose populati.on was about 25 per
cent Jewish. The political climate was
moderate, and that moderation on the

whole pervaded Jewish life also. There
were Zionists and socialist Bundists,
those who argued that Yiddish was the
salvific factor for Jews, while others
argued that Jews had to be more Polish
than Jewish. Religiously, there were
not just Orthodox and secular, but a
significant Progressive community
also. That, too, is a helpful and
necessary counterbalance to the
popular view.
This seems to view Progressive
continued on next page
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Judaism as somehow never having
moved east of Germany. The whole of
eastern Europe is often presented as
being populated only by men wearing
pe)/of and women with sfeez.f/a. Not
every Jew beyond Germany's eastern
border lived a `Fiddler on the Roof'
existence in sfefez/,s. Reality has to
displace romance, otherwise we ignore

those myriads of Jews who, like my
grandparents, were assimilated and
lived
lives
as
cultured
and
sophisticated as any middle class nonJew in Poland.
But Martin's prime focus is not on
the variety of religious Jewish life in
Cracow. But he does write of the

one hand, and the demands of the
society in which they lived on the
other. Given half a chance, the
majority of Jews have always sought
to be good patriots of the country they
live in.

The leader of the progressives
during much of the inter-war period
was Rabbi Dr Osias Thon. Under
Herzl's influence, he became an early
Zionist. He was something of a
polymath and a polyglot. In 1918 he
was among the founders of IVoi4;);
Dzz.e#7zz.fr - New Daily - the first daily

uneasy mocJa/s w.ve7idz. that Orthodox

Jewish newspaper in a non-Jewish
language. Thon and his fellow founders
wanted a paper for Jews in the
language of Europe, not of the ghetto.

and Progressive reached. The
Orthodox took care of internal
communal issues - kashrut, the
rabbinate, providing matzah for
Pesach and so on. The Progressives,
based at the so-called `Reform
Tempel' in Kazimierz, the old Jewish
Quarter, focused on relations between
the Jewish community and the
surrounding non-Jewish world. One
of the areas where they did clash,
significantly, was over the provision

to the Sejm, the Polish Parliament,
where he sat until 1931. Thon wanted
to foster a Jewish national identity at
the same time as developing a deep
attachment to Poland - and there was
nothing contradictory in that. This was
reflected in the contribution many
others made to Polish life - Janusz
Korszak, the child specialist and
ultimate martyr, for example, or Julyan
Tuwim.

In 1919, he was elected as a Jewish MP

Hero', Kczdz.I"a, `Forward', or Polish
names like Sz./cz, `Strength. ' While the

conscious aim of Jewish Lads and Girls
Brigade in England was to facilitate
the speedy transformation of
immigrant Jewish children into
`English gentlefolk,' the aim of the

sports clubs was to develop Jewish
strength, both physical and inner. As
the president of A4czzfobz. put it, to
fashion a `new Jew, a contemporary
individual-citizen. ' Assimilation in
England at this time entailed loss of
Jewish identity - Rosenberg, for
example,
becoming
Montrose,
obviously. In Cracow, it meant coming
to a new symbiosis between one's
Jewish and Polish identities.
Martin concludes that what was
happening were some first tentative
steps towards creating a multicultural
society in which all groups were
respected. The interwar period was a
unique time in Polish history. Poles,

Jews and all other national rinorities who were all Porish - began to create
the institutions of a liberal democratic
society. Jewish leaders, especially the
more progressive, with a small `p' as
well as a big one, like Rabbi Thon,
could clearly envisage a Polish future
in which Jews would play an active
role.

We know how the story ends.
Political structures changed and antiSemitism took hold. Institutions like
IVoiio; Dzz.e7€7cz.fr, Hebrew High Schools

and the whole network of sports clubs
proved not enough of a countervailing
force to the repression, prejudice and
violence which gradually took over
from the mid-1930s. The challenge
then, as now, was about how to build a
national community and consensus
even in the face of hostility because of
religious, linguistic and cultural
differences.
Sean Martin concludes: `The Jews
of Cracow were not a people apart, but
a nation trying both to maintain its own
sense of identity and enter into the
larger Polish community. For a tine

Plaque on the home_ of_ Rabbi Dr Osias Thon who was leader Of the
Reform community in Cracow
of Jewish education in state schools.
That this was an issue suggests that
there were a lot of Jewish children in
the mainstream educational system,
and that many Jews, like my
grandparents, presumably, wanted
their children to have a good secular
education, delivered in the Polish
language, which equipped them to be
good Polish citizens. Then, as now,
the Progressives wanted to find the
balance between the demands of
Jewish identity and peoplehood on the
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they succeeded.'

It would be naive to pretend that
anti-Semitism was not ever-present,
and it became worse as economic
depression set in and worse still when
an anti-Semitic party came to power
after 1935.

Martin chronicles the important role
that the Jewish gymnasium - High
School - and Jewish sports clubs i
such as A4lczfrfrtzbz. - played in Polish-

Jewish life. There were a number of
such sports clubs with Hebrew names
like, significantly, fJczGz.bo7~,

`The

A minority can build a home for
itself in a multi-ethnic society, but it
needs the active help and support of
the majority culture. Without that, the
minority culture will not ultimately
survive and will be prey to outside
violence. There is a lesson here for
both Jews and Muslims in this country

at this time .
RABBI COLIN EIRER I.s Senz.or Jiczbbz. a/
Southgate & District Synagogue. A gradrate Of
Leo Baeck College, he has taught Hebrew there
for many years and comments regularly on his
colleagues' grammatical errors.
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`1 CONVERTED THE JEWS OF THE AMAZON'
Roberto Feldmam
"There is no such thing as the first Jew on
any given place. There has always been

o#e be/ore. "

on the putrid waters by the
ABLUE
sidewalk.
ORCHID
The DRIFTED
airport of
Iquitos behind us, we were three rabbis
soaked in sweat at the bz.e77ve77z.dcz'. In

front of us, along that sidewalk, more
than two hundred men, women and
children, from the remotest comers of
the Peruvian Amazon, in their best
clothes, sa.ng Hevenu Shalom Aleichem
just for us three. Welcome to
Macondo2, I thought to myself,
knowing I was being engulfed by it. I
looked at these beautiful native faces.
Their almond-shaped, yellow eyes
were not so much radiating the song as
expressing a shy joy wrapped in a
remote pride.
It seemed to me, we were giving
them a culture shock. Instead of three

pompous clergymen disembarking
from the monthly steamboat in
Riohacha3, three western rabbis in
shorts and t-shirts, smiling and singing
along, made away with the
urmecessary rigidity.
This is the story of the conversion to

Judaism of a number of descendants of
the so-called Jews of the Amazon, that
took place between December 26th and
28th, 2004, in Iquitos, Pert. Four rabbis,
I among them, as well as a A4lz.fuczfe

lady, a A4ofee/ and an historian, took

part, among many other people who
helped out in this historic endeavour.
There was barely time to leave our
bags in our nice rooms. Guillo4 wanted
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to start right away, realising the
enormity of our task ahead.
Fifty families were waiting in a large
room, filled with chairs and a table,
where we three rabbis were to sit and
direct the Rabbinic Tribunal. The
bureaucratic fomality of it intensified
as the moming hours became hotter.
We pushed the table and chairs aside,
and improvised a living room of chairs
in a comer of the room, and made turns
for these families to come in planned
shifts, four each hour, non-stop for two
and a half days, moming till evening.
`Family Bensim6n please', Marcelo5

would say by microphone, in a kind,
loving tone.
We were feeling uneasy, swallowed
up in a legal formality that did not
match our awareness that behind every
name, every pair of eyes, every voice
and gesture, there was a four or six day

boat ride from the farthest reaches of
an Amazon fishing village. More, there
were years of returning to their Jewish
roots, studying whatever material
Guillo gave out in Lima, or Ronald6
sent by boat mail. There were
sacrifices, and a strenuous attempt to
imbue a Jewish identity.
We were feeling uneasy also at the
interviews
and
conversations
themselves. Our subconscious sense of
Jewishness was unable to recognise
these people's kindness, na.I.vet6, and
little intellectual knowledge, as Jewish.
Indeed, the concept Jewish, swelled

and shivered as in an equatorial fever:
Is it them or us who define what is
Jewish enough to be embraced under
the wings of S7zecfez.#czfe7? Can a sense

of identity and belonging be assumed
so far away from what - let us say modem, western Jews, understand and
feel it to be? Am I a bigot or am I right?
Am I being too /¢z'ssez-/czz.re.? How

high should the bar of Jewish
knowledge be for these people, who
are so unlike the already vast typology
of persons whom we had helped to
embrace Judaism before?
The Jews of the Amazon descend
from Moroccan Jews from Tangier,
Tetuan, Fez, Casablanca, Rabat who
came looking for a rubber E/ Dorczdo,
in the `Fiebre del Caucho' or `"bber
Fever' of the
l880s. By boat
adventurous young men went up
through the huge river Amazon,
flanked by the largest tropical
rainforest in the world, to search for
fortunes. Their ambition did not eclipse
a stubborn sense of being Jewish. So
when they either married Amazonian
women, or simply had children, they
consistently insisted to their meszz.zo8

children: `You are Jewish'. The same

thing crypto-Jews from Spain and
Portugal had said in other comers of
Latin America between the sixteenth
and the eighteenth century. But the
`remember: you are Jewish' had little
tangible content. Therefore fantasy,
continued on next page
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imagination and Jewish objects
brought to this distant shores, fused
and blurred this identity into a tropical
religious
amalgam where the
boundaries were lax.
Ariel Segal, author of 77!e ./eus o/
the Amazon: Self exile in Paradises
recognized me at once in Iquitos.
`Haven't we met in Jerusalem?' Indeed

we had, at a guitar evening of South
Americans in Jerusalem. He from
Venezuela, I from Chile - the small
world of Latin Americans in Israel. We
quickly made friends.
Ariel had a PhD in Latin Alnerican
history, had studied this diverse group
and written his doctoral thesis on it.
And just like me, who did my
rabbinical thesis on a crypto-Jewish
group in southern Chile, he was so
embedded in the experience that he
somehow feels this place home. He is
beloved by the people, young and old:
Don Ariel is a teacher, and has lectured
for those in Iquitos every time he has
been there.
As we worked, we nibbled on fried
fish and banana fog/o#es]°, and ran
every couple of hours to change shirts.
`Who are your Jewish ancestors?'
was our opening question. ` . . .Bohabot,

mother lit the seventeen candles every
first of December'... `Since the
leprosariuln is open every day 9 to 6, I
arrive always a little late for washing
the hands and go to Friday Shabbat
services here in lquitos. . . '

`Tapir" is not kosher, but I don't

really know what is kosher,' said a
lady from Santa Maria de Nieva, six
days away by boat up the Amazon.
And so the line between ignorance and
different codes was, despite all our
efforts, an uncertain line.
At some ignorance we smiled, at
other kinds we felt awkward. Yet
almost always, there was a surprising
breakthrough. A marginal Jewish
symbol opened a gateway for an
elaborate delirium of a stubborn Jewish
observance, which was not really
Jewish. Or was in their terms? `Marcelo, aren't we here to ensure it is

Judaism
according
to
our
understanding?' `Of course!' `But
then, they know they are Jewish, yet
they ignore some basics.' `Aren't we
like those who had the dreadful idea to
twist Ethiopian Jews into a second
conversion?' `Of course not!' `Are we

just demanding the standards for Klal

Beit Din, as they were trembling to
approach it.
Two weeks later, the answers may
appear clearer. Yet there, exposed to a
whole universe of local Judaism in its
own salsa, it feels different. Peripheral
Jewish aspects become central, and
central tenets of Judaism become
blurred in history, interpretation and
fantasy.
yczc7z.77, j;czdz.7z]6 -to judge, to judge -

the old classic fomiula of the rabbinic
role, was much more complex than it
appeared to us before. Yet it is our
responsibility. A huge responsibility,
one that changes lives and generations.
It was challenging us. Is not Judaism a
way of interpreting Torah, God's
word? Is it not a jungle of
intexpretatious anyway?
To make it even harder, reports of
an orthodox nationalist Jewish
preacher urging these people to settle
in Kiryat Arba]7, Hebron, made us
aware of a possibility for them that
made our role as Progressive Jews
even more urgent. Our abstention
could lead to a sin of omission, to a
vacuum to be filled by a nationalistic,
arrogant and humiliating Judaism,

Bendayin, Toledano, Assayac, Cohen,
Levi, Nahmias, Sarfati, Azulay... my
grandfather, my mother, her mother in
turn... my uncle and sister live in Beer
Sheva, in Ashdod, in Arad, in
Jerusalem. . . we want to join them. . . '

Again uneasy feelings: We are not
4/z.);cz%]' clerks, but rabbis. Upon us is

the task to certify these people as ripe
for being Jewish, fully aware of what
Judaism is all about, and willing to live
Jewish lives. Yet every single
ceremony they held opened and closed
with a solemn ffcz/z.froczfe'2. I loved it,

and yet it was a bit off-target for our
task as rabbis. The sheer repetition of
their dream to settle in Israel became

awkward for our purpose of approving
their conversion to Judaism, not first
or foremost to Israelis, which is not our
task.

How do you celebrate Pesach,
Shabbat, Rosh Hashanah?... Can you
name some prophets, a Jewish
philosopher? What are a Hassid, a
Sephardi, a So/er, and a Pczrtzsfeofe? Do
you pray, do you study at home?...
Standard questions received very
strange answers. `1 think a Hassid is
one that is glued', said one, awkwardly
correct. Dvefrzff, the state of total
attachment to God, is central in
Hassidism. Some confused Purim with
Hanukkah and a A41ez„zcz% with a
A4le#o7.czfe, and yet with a little help,

strange old stories came out: `My
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Amazonian Jewish women waiting
Israel'4?' `Of course we are.' `Is this
devotion and steadiness enough?' `Of
course not.' And so our own
parameters and standards underwent a
soul-searching about our `of course'
and `of course not'. Weren't we
Fitzcarraldos]5 forcing our rabbinical
ship through this lush rain forest of
local-bred Judaism? Was it all fair?
And then, crucially, we interviewed
some people who had little knowledge
of reading and writing, yet made
enomious efforts in order to affirm
their Jewish identity in their own
difficult context. Isn't anthropology an
issue here? ...Jewish identity?... And
our own tiredness, at the intensity of it
all made it more complex. We were as
much searching for our own centre as

which may corrupt all we stand for as
liberal Jews. We made it very clear
that we were not signing the
certificates for them to end up in a
trailer on a Judean hilltop, thus
blocking a peaceful, secure and
democratic Israel, hopefully alongside
a future peaceful Palestinian state.
Danger loomed there as well.
As the hours passed, we also saw
both how important and how partial
Progressive Judaism became for these
people. Reform Judaism was so near
and yet so far away; a possible
lifesaver, perhaps an antidote to
spiritual malaria.
Rabbi Rub6n Saferstein arrived late
Monday in Iquitos. He heads the
Introduction to Judaism department of
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congregation in Santiago, the Chile, until he
moved to New York He is currently rabbi at
congregation Bnai Jeshurun, in the Upper West
Side of Manhattan, New York.
6 Ronald: Mr. Ronald Reategui Levy, president
of the Comunidad Judia de Iquitos, Peru.
7 Shechinah: The Divine Presence, under

whose wings - in beautiful imagery proselytes found shelter among the Jewish
people. To convert to Judaism is to `ingress
under the wings of the Shechinah' .
8 Mestizo: racially mixed between native and

white, here, in the Amazonian Jews' jargon,
meaning mixed between Jew and Amazonian
native.

9 ``Jews

Rabbi Marcelo Bronstein
the conservative Seminario Rabinico
Latinoamericano in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. He had previously done the
hard work of filling all the certificates
with the names and data, for all the
people. His signature was crucial, since
Rabbis Marcelo and Guillermo

(Guillo) Bronstein are brothers,
therefore unfit for signing both the
same document, since that would not
be correct in Jewish law.
Reform rabbi Marcelo Bronstein
came from New York with his
daughter Dana, the rczv/cz#z.f '8, or
A4lz.froefe lady for the women's rcvz./a%,

the ritual immersion in water. Rabbi
Guillermo Bronstein, a right-wing
conservative ral]bi, came from Lima,
Perd, and was the j`4lczrcz de ,4frcz`9. He

came along with Dr. David
Schneiderman, the j`4lofeep°, to perform
the Hatofiat Dam Brit2] . And I, tLlso a.

reform rabbi, came from Santiago de
Chile. So we four ral]bis were also
expressing the excellent cooperation
between refomi and conservative here
in Latin America at least
Each and every human being we
interviewed had a brief yet meaningful
conversation with us. Minutes to talk
to each other's eyes, to dill into the
essential, to turn the inperative you

are Jewisb of their ancestors into a
question in its full, awesome weight:
Do you really want to be Jewish? Do
you understand what it means? The
question rebounded on us and
fragmented itself into a thousand
questions.

Monday afternoon, we went in buses
to a lagoon not far from Iquitos. Dana
Bronstein went with the women and
girls. And we rabbis went to a distant
place with the men and boys. Not
everyone knew how to swim, let alone
immerse himself without swallowing
water. They all did it nevertheless.
A young man Tuesday evening at
the closing ceremony came pale and
sweating. I asked him whether he felt
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all right. He said a phrase that seemed
taken from a Gabriel Garcia Mdrquez
story, which I won't forget. `Never
mind about my malaria, rabbi; it's the
natural price for me finally becoming a
Jew. I am just so happy.'
This will be most probably the last
conversion of the Jews of the Amazon.
Wary of people with other purposes in
mind, I asked Ronald Reategui Levy,
the president of the Jewish Community
of lquitos about it. He said: `Here in
Loreto, the Amazon district of Peru,
we all know each other. We know who
is of Jewish descent.'
Tuesday evening, after the girls

presentation of Israeli dancing, after
our speeches in an unbearably hot and
humid evening, after delivering the
certificates one by one, wishing MczzczJ
roy to one another, dining on fish and
fosfo7tes, exchanging addresses and
receiving beautiful redwood presents,
after posing for hundreds of pictures
and singing the final HczJz.fuczfe, we said

farewell.
Today I feel I helped, and performed
a mitzvah. It is one greater in scope
than my limited human understanding.
Yet my intuition tells me that blessings
will come out of this experience. I

helped some Jews to return home I
Footnotes
t Bienvenida: Welcoming of somebody.
2 Macondo: The mythical village appearing in
many novels by Nobel Prize awarded
Colombian writer Gabriel Garcia Mirquez.
Macondo is the living symbol of the eros and
tanatos, the quintessential Latin America, its
haunting, marvellous and decadent fate, as
well as its mystery, decrepit grandeur and
tropical surrealism.
3 Riohacha: River port at the Guajira peninsula

of the Amazon:

Self-Exile

in

Paradise". Book by Venezuelan Jewish
author and reporter, Ariel Segal PhD in Latin
American History. The book, written by him
according to his doctoral thesis, was published
by the Jewish Publication Society, JPS,
Philadelphia, in 1999.

`°Tostones: Crushed and fried banana chips,

made of green banana, or platano maduro.
!`Aliyah: Lit. Elevation. The realisation of the

Zionist goal of going to live in the State of
Israel.

`2Hatikvah: Israel's National Anthem.
13Tapir: Tapirus Terrestris. An endemic South

American mammal, from the family of the
Proboscides, and similar to a large, robust wild
swine.
14Klal Israel: The community of the whole of

the people of Israel, the Jewish people.
'5Fitzcarraldo: Explorer and megalomaniac

who while transporting a ship painstakingly
over and Amazonian hill to the next affluent
killed many Amazonians. A film by Wemer
Herzog, equally ruthless, portrayed him doing
this.

'6Yor6 Yore, Yadin Yadin: Classical fomula
inscribed on a Smichah, or official rabbinical
title, blessing the rabbi to perform his duty of
teaching Torah and setting jurisdiction in
halakhic or legal terns.
[7 Kiryat Arba: Site of deep historical importance
to Jews, since it is the burial site of all the

patriarchs and matriarchs, except for Rachel.
Nowadays in the Israeli occupied West Bank,
it has a four-hundred strong community of
highly nationalistic and orthodox Jews, who
see themselves as `redeemers of the soil' and
oppose the inclusion of this place in a future
Palestinian state.
`8Tavlanit: A woman who certifies the correct

immersion and pronouncement of the
appropriate blessings of a proselyte.
'9Mara de Atra: Aramaic for `1ord of the place'
or host rabbi of the local Bet Din or rabbinical

tribunal of his tour.
2°Mohel: The Jewish performer of Brit Milah,
or covenantal circumcision, and Hatafat Dam
Brit, or the extraction of the covenantal drop
of blood, when a clinical circumcision is
already present in the male proselyte's body
2] Hatafat Dam Brit: Extraction of a covenantal
drop of blood, a procedure that renders a
clinical circumcision into a religious one, thus
incorporating the man into the Covenant of
Abraham.

in northern Colombia, where Gabriel Garcia
Malquez (see above) describes how the once a
week arrival of a bishop on the steamboat
turns into an event of lyric proportions.
4 `Guillo': Nickname for my friend Guillermo

RABBI R0BERT0 FELDMAr`IN I.a cz Cfej./ecz#
Rabbi graduated at HUC in 1994. He combines
Progressive Judaism, a sound Hassidic

Bronstein, a conservative rabbi serving the
1870 congregation in Lima, Perd, educator and
monitor for the introduction to Judalsm course
for the converts in this article.
5 Marcelo: First name of my close friend and

sui generis congregation in Chile. He has been
thefirstrabbitoofficiateliberalservicesinspain,
under the c[uspices Of the WUPJ @arcelona,
1992), and has been the only rabbi living and
serving officially as such in Castro's Cuba.

spirituality, and unique features of Latin
American music and culture, that blend into his

rabbi whom I worked with at the same
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A YIDDISHE
Shoshana Gelfand

knew, would change my life. I
8ECOMING
A for
MOTHER,
was prepared
almost all ofI
the changes that my son's presence
would have on my lifestyle. What I did
not anticipate was that his entry into
the world would change me in
profound and fundamental ways. It
would affect my identity and my sense
of self, add a new layer to who I was.
Motherhood was not simply a new role.
It became a new identity.
This new identity needed a name.
That soon made me realise just how
complex
this
experience
of
motherhood might be. Who was I?
Momlny, as I had called my American
mother? Mummy, as my British
husband had called his? Or Jmmcz, as

everyone around us in Israel referred
to theirs? Motherhood, which I had
always considered to be a universal
role, no longer seemed so when I began
to consider it from a personal
perspective. I had imagined that the act
of bearing a child would automatically
transform me into a Jewish mother,
much
as
receiving
rabbinical
ordination would magically turn me
into a rabbi. It was not that simple in
either case, for in the world that we
now live in, identities do not just
`happen' to us. We must negotiate

them, define them, and ultimately
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integrate them into our sense of self.
I therefore welcome the publication
of the anthology, For Gc77ercz/z.o73s..

Jewish Motherhood, a.n e;xphora;hon of
the complexities inherent in Jewish
motherhood. In this book, Mandy Ross
and Ronne Randall have collected
numerous
styles,
voices,
and
experiences
relating to
Jewish
motherhood. The volume spans the
gamut of genres, personal narrative,
short story, poetry, interview, creative
liturgy, as well as time and place,
ancient and modern, Israeli and
Diaspora. The contributors come from
diverse backgrounds and perspectives
- secular and religious, Liberal and
traditional, gay and straight, single and
partnered, old and young, mothers of
boys and mothers of girls. They
included even Jewish women who do
not have children. The common factor
is that they are Jewish women,
struggling to define and understand
their identity.
Each of the entries highlights the
fact that we live in an era, where every
individual must negotiate the meaning
of his or her life. Personal choice is a
given. Each of us chooses which
identities to embrace and then spends a
lifetime trying to integrate them into a
coherent whole. As the sociologist
Zygmunt Bauman relates, `One's place

in society no longer comes as a gift.'

This is a far cry from the world of our
ancestors, which is briefly described in
the first section of the anthology. In
ancient tines, Jewish women had a
clear place in society, based entirely
upon their ability to bear and raise
children. These women had no identity
separate from their offapring. Jewish
womeninantiquitywere,bydefinition,
Jewish mothers. Or in the rare case
where they were not, they were tragic
figures, incomplete in some profound
way, as the stories of sarah and Harmah
demonstrate.
For Genercdions: Jewish Motherhood
quickly moves from this description of
Jewish motherhood in antiquity to
show how different our world is today.
While being a mother is often an
important component of the contemporary Jewish woman's identity, it
rarely defines her in her entirety.
Rather, each individual in our postmodern world must construct a
personalised identity from the multiplicity of choices that exist. Again
Bauman explains, `Individualisation
consists in transforming human
"identity" from a "given" into a
"task".' Each contributor to this
volume tal{es on this task by showing
how she integrates various aspects of
herself: religious and feminist - `Frurn
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and
Feminist:
One
Mother's
Dilemma' , Jewish and secular, `Breaking the Chains: On Being a Secular
Jewish Mother' , individual and collective, `The Conservative Revolution:
Mothers and the Kibbutz'.
The entries are so diverse that it
proves almost impossible to draw any
generalisations
about
Jewish
Motherhood as an institution. But as
the whter Eudory Welty once wrote,
`Wrhat discoveries I have made in the
process of writing stories, all begin
with the particular, never the general.'
So while each of the entries in the book
is unique, there are several themes
which do emerge for the reader. They
raise profound questions not only about
motherhood, but about Jewish identity
as well.
The brz.f mz.Jafe ceremony .figures

prominently in the accounts of a
number of contributors, surprisingly
even those written by the mothers of
girls. The repetition of this theme
forces the reader to ask: Why does it
figure so centrally in many women's
experience of Jewish motherhood?
Does brit milah in some way represent
the conflicting desires that we have, on
the one band, make a clear statement
of belonging to a particular identity Judaism and the Jewish people - and
on the other hand to acknowledge that
our sons will live in a world where
they will embrace multiple identities?
In several entries where mothers
struggle with brz.Z "z./czfe, the writer

insists she wants to respect her child's
right to individual choice. As Sara
Goodman writes in `Letter to My Son',
`1 think it was the most difficult

decision I've ever had to make. In the
end, I felt that ethically it was wrong to
have you circumcised without your
consent and against your father's
wishes, especially when I questioned
the need and purpose of the brz.I myself
to some extent.' The forces at play in
this personal story describe a reality so
different from that of biblical women,
who lived in a time and place where
individual choice did not weigh heavily
as compared to comlnunal obligation.
Belonging to the Covenant was the

prime locus of identity and meaning.
There were no other options for
identifying with a larger purpose in
life. Sara Goodman's story, on the
other hand, is uniquely modem. The
difficulty of the decision she describes
emerges from the newness and
complexity of the modem situation
where even a week after his birth, the
mother must realise that her son will
be forced to find his own meaning in
life, and she has no control over how
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central Judaism will be to the identity
he ultimately constructs.

As with the
women struggling
to decide

whether or not
to perform
cz brit milah,

these are not
senti,ments that
we would hear
our biblical
ancestors
expressing.
Their identities
as Jewish mothers
were clear - they
were Jewish women
with Jewish
children. Our
identities, on the
other hand, need
to contain not only
the biological fact
Of having borne
and raised a child,
but all Of our
other ideralties as

well -feminist,
professional,
and Jewish.

Perhaps Z)rz.Z mz./czfe is mentioned

repeatedly by contributors because it
expresses a primal and visceral sense
of belonging to the Jewish people. It
unequivocally and irreversibly marks
one as a Jew. Following the ceremony,
the Jewish part of one's identity can no
longer be negotiated. Likewise, the
theme
of the
S¢oczfe
figures
prominently in several of the
contributions.
Perhaps
it,
too,
represents a fundamental belonging to
the Jewish people, implying that the
Jewish part of our identity is not one
that can be wholly chosen. As postmodems, we accept and often even
celebrate the notion that individuals
can choose who they want to be. But

boththeshoaharrd(l'havdir)britmilah
challenge this notion and force us to
question whether there are aspects of
our identity that go beyond our ability
to choose them.
While certainly a central theme, bJ'z.f
"z./czfe is not the only one which

emerges from this anthology. The
accounts which focus on it are written
primarily by women who identify as
liberal Jews and are trying to integrate
their Jewish identity into their larger
sense of self. Conversely, another
prominent theme arises from several
of the more traditional writers who
accept their Jewish identity as a given,
but struggle to integrate their feminist
yearnings into it. Both Sally Berkovic
- `Frum and Feminist: One Mother's

Dilemma" - and Shana Mauer `Being the Mother of Boys: Griev-

ances from the Women's Section' write of the challenges of raising children within an Orthodox community.
Mauer writes: `...Synagogues are the
domain of men. No one ever speaks of
the ezrczJ g'i;¢rz." -men's section. It
would be comical.' In the end, she
resigns herself to not being able to
wholly share that part of her three
sons' lives. Not so with Berkovic, who
desperately wants her three daughters
to feel a sense of belonging to their
religion. She asks herself, `As a
mother deeply connected to Jewish
ritual, law and lore, how do I maintain
a balance between the demands of that
tradition, and the knowledge that
certain traditions have the potential to
alienate my daughters from their own
heritage?'
As with the women struggling to
decide whether or not to perfom a brz.J
773z./cz%, these are not sentiments that we

would hear our biblical ancestors
expressing. Their identities as Jewish
continued on next page
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mothers were clear - they were Jewish
women with Jewish children. Our
identities, on the other hand, need to
contain not only the biological fact of
having bone and raised a child, but all
of our other identities as well feminist, professional, and Jewish.
After reading this book, we are left
with several challenging questions: What
is particularly `Jewish' about Jewish
motherhood? How does it differ from
being a Catholic or a Chinese mother?
Conversely, what is particularly female
about Jewish motherhood? How does it
differ from Jewish fatherhood or
grandparenthood? Assuming that we can
answer these questions, there remains the
even more challenging task of integrating these two identities, Jewish and
mother, with the other identities that
make up who we are: professionals, partners, activists, kibbutz members, rabbis,
British, Americans, Israelis, secular, liberal, religious beings. Sometimes these
multiple identities come into conflict
with our Jewish identity or our motherhood identity. At other times, they
complement and enrich each other. This
volume is a documentation of the strug-

gle to manage and integrate
complementary and conflicting notions
of self.
That struggle is made all the more
poignant because of the writers'
awareness that this in not simply a
navel-gazing exercise. As we negotiate
our identities as Jewish mothers, we
influence the world that our children
will inhabit, and we model for them
how they, too, will construct their own
identities. My son is now six months
old and has yet to call me anything

CALDWELL & BRAHAM

except, `Goo.' I still do not feel
comfortable with `J77!77€cz ', `Mummy'

or `Mommy' and keep hoping he will
invent some other epithet which
describes my new identity of a postmodem Jewish mother. Perhaps my
dilemma sums up the message of this
book, For Generations: Jewish
A4lo/feer%ood. In the past, my name

would have been obvious and my
identity would have been certain. But
as the variety of contributions to this
anthology shows, Jewish motherhood
is no longer a clearly-defined role.
Would my biblical ancestors recognise
me as a Jewish mother? I cannot say.
But I know that my son will recognise
me as such and perhaps even provide
me with a nalne of his choosing for this
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new part of my identity .
RABBI SHOSHANA BOYD GELFAND I.s'
currently a Jerusalem Fellow at the Mendel
Leadership Institute in Israel. She is the former
Vice~President Of the
Foundation in Ne:w York.
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ll#4o`J''
William Wolff

And she was there, powerfully in
charge, for the next five years. So I
reckon the timid Benedict XVI may in
five years or ten, leave a deeper imprint
on his church and the wider religious
world than did, in twenty-eight years,
his charismatic predecessor.

#

A::t:Ed:sEa:dF:rFoa¥M±Yt:;Lf;::c:
Tikvah and San Francisco said they spied
it on CNN, and just recognised my stub
nose underneath. And I had to tell them
that the two of them, nose and hat, were
there only as extras. At no time did I get
to talk to the Pope on his historic visit to
the Cologne synagogue, and at no time
had contact been planned. But as an
extra, I did get a close up view of an hour
that made history. How small he is, was
my first reaction as I glimpsed the white
figure coming through the distant door.
Hardly an inch above five foot. And how
modest, to the point of timidity. He kept
looking up at the towering young rabbi
by his side, and asking shyly: `Which
way now? Do I take the right chair or the
left?'

As he began to speak, his eyes never
left the manuscript placed on the pulpit
for him by his handsome young secretary. He was not an orator. But as he
went on reading, the papal brain revealed
itself as one of the most powerful intellects in the world. He shirked no issue,
however awkward.
He insisted that he wants much closer
relationships with the institutions of
Judaism. And he told us that so we ought
together at last face the issues that divide
us as well as those that unite us.
That will take a courage so far not
demanded of us `older siblings'. As for
our dialogue partners, both the daring
and the intellect of Benedict XVI soared
that lunch time way above the white
kippah that sat on the other side of the
bimah to my black hat.

#
first press conference given as Prime

IWAS
Minister
AN EXTRA
of IsraelALSO
some AT
thirty-six
THE
years ago by Golda Meir . Suddenly the
questions from the Israeli correspondents dried up. So I piped up to break the
embarrassing silence.
`We are told that you are a stop gap
prime minister. So how long,' I asked,
`do you intend to stay in the job?'
`A stop gap?' retorted Golda Meir.
`Who says I am a stop gap? I don't say
so.'

W

HAT HAS IIAPPENED TO
natural human competition in

these blissfully helpful and
egalitarian times? It has quietly slipped
away to the Social and Personal pages of
the Jewish Chronicle. There the departed
are made to vie and best each other with
the largest number of announcements of
their passing. That has its merits. After
reading it seventeen times, I did fmally
believe that Michael Gold was dead.

#
SERVICE IIAD ANOTHER
nty minutes to run. But after
I hours that Shabbat moming in
St Petersburg's main synagogue, it was
time to get back to my student digs and
my Russian verbs. As I ambled out
through the entrance hall, a dozen men
came down from the ladies gallery , also
bent on leaving early. What were they
doing up there?
They made straight for a new BMW
car parked at the kerbside - in St
Petersburg they do not pretend and park
around the comer from the orthodox

TE

sfe2f/. Three men slid into the BMW. The

rest bounded into two cars behind and
one in front. One stayed on the pavement to oversee the boarding, gave a
signal, jumped into a still open car door,
and all four shot away.
`Who was that?' asked a man with a
camera by the s¢3// gates. The Israeli
ambassador? I said. I could not imagine

wbo else would turn up with so much
security. `Oh', said the tourist, `1 thought

maybe it was one of the criminals, one of
the oligarchs.' From my high horse, the
higher for having sat through such a long
service, I told him not to condemn
Abramovich, Beresovsky, and other
oligarchs as criminals before Mr. Putin
did. But he was right. This was a tycoon
and not an ambassador.
More than two months later, this remains the most shocking memory of
nearly two weeks in that strange mixture
of slum, water, and imitation Italian
buildings that is St Petersburg. A town
where a rich man cannot go to s%zj/
without three car loads of guards to catch

an assassin's bullet for him.
I could never live like that. If I had a
few billions to spare, I would skip to
London. And buy Arsenal.

#

I

T WAS INEVITABLE THAT
27 January as Britain's holocaust
remembrance day should be strug-

gling for survival. For it was always an
unnatural implant into English life.
The holocaust did not happen here.
Across the Channel where it did, the
holocaust is a daily reality and in Germany a daily presence in people's
consciousness. For good reason, it never
has been here.
We got the remembrance day because
when it was first mooted Tony Blair did
not know how to say no. Nor did he
think through the consequences.
This has now given Sir lqbal Sacranie,
the British Muslim leader, whose knighthood was so politically twinned with that
for Chief Rabbi Sacks, his chance to
seek to change it into a general genocide
remembrance.
That act would neatly achieve his pun-

pose and get rid of the Jewish heart of
the day. For when you remember all together, you focus on none in particular.

#
O#:re:1;#dd:E::°:°e:ant:tEh;h:e=:
I disrobe and drive away, or just slip
down the path past the cellist Jacqueline
du Pre and the one-time transport minister
Leslie Hore Belisha, one of whose
beacons was flashing in the road outside,
to visit my mother's grave. Should I go to
Blooms, Brent Cross or straight home?
At which point the grave digger came
off the grounds, stopped, and blurted out:
`You're a right geezer.'

As a Londoner but not a cockney, I
was not sure what he meant. But as the
look in his eye was kind, I felt instantly
better and decisive again. Mother first,
gown next, Brent Cross third.
Two days and a fruitless search
through the dictionaries later, the answer suddenly hit me. `And you,' I
should have said, `are a real Mensch.' .
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF z.s Jfre rcgz.o#a/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Winbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as an assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.

THE STEF]NBEF]G CENTF]E FOF} JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR T0 JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80, East End F]oad, Finchley, at the heart of London's Jewish
community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.

It is the home of The Movement for Pleform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College -Centre for Jewish Education,
Akiva School and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. The centre provides many programmes and
amenities, including a library, bookshop, The Strudel Caf6 , biblical garden and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION AND EVENTS 2005
The Last Goodbye is an exhibition by the Jewish
Museum, Finchley, which tells the remarkable story of
10,000 unaccompanied children rescued from Nazi
Europe on the Kindertransport.
The Last Goodbye records this extraordinary story
through evocative photographs, documents and
personal testimonies. The exhibition casts a vivid light

on the experiences of these young refugees, the
heart-rending decision of their parents to send them
away, and their difficulties in adjusting to life in a foreign
country. Tracing the rise of Nazism, the exhibition
highlights core issues relating to prejudice, racism,

conformity and indifference. It also demonstrates the
courage and kindness of those individuals who
opened their homes to these refugee children.

JEWISH MUSEUM EVENTS 2005

The Trapped and the Saved
Sunday 13 November, 2pm
A talk by historian Bill Williams on the experiences of

unaccompanied child refugees from Nazism, and their

parents trapped in Europe.
Telephone 020 83491143

Professor Simon Goldhill from Kings College
Cambridge. Professor Goldhill is Professor of Greek
Literature and Culture at King's College, Cambridge.
Professor Hugh Williamson, Pegius Professor of
Hebrew at Christ Church, Oxford will respond on the
issues raised.
Thursday lst December 2005
At: The Liberal Jewish Synagogue, 28 St John's Wood
Boad NW8. Telephone Arlene Pose 020 8349 5608
Email Arlene.rose @ Ibc-cje.ac.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
The Shiur -Autumn Semester 2005
Themes from the book of Genesis
Study the Torah with the finest teachers and students.
Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
Telephone 020 8349 5604
CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP
on Wednesdays November 2nd -February 15th 1.15pm
-2.45pm. With Pabbi Howard Cooper. Twelve week

Email enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

UNION FOR REFORM JUDAISM 68TH BIENNIAL
HOUSTON, TEXAS. NOVEMBEF} |6TH-20TH 2oo5

The Movement for Peform Judaism is proud to
announce that we will be taking a group of people
from the United Kingdom to join this extraordinary
experience. Six thousand Beform Jews coming
together from all over North America with a small, but
significant, contingent from Israel and Europe. A
gathering filled with workshops, worship, social
gatherings and more than anything else a feeling of
enormous optimism and enthusiasm.
Information Julian Besnick 020 8349 5678

LEO BAECK COLLEGE CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
The Kaufman Memorial Lecture and Dinner
"What Christians Don't Do". Lecture to be given by

course exploring the art of writing. As the course
develops, participants will be encouraged to work on
their own fiction, poetry, memoir or non-fiction reportage.
Phone 020 8349 3891 email hcooper@waitrose.com

JEWISH MUSEUM FAMILY HISTORY WORKSHOPS
February 26th at 4pm
Besearch your family roots. Telephone 020 83491143
WEDNESDAY LEARNING WITH NNLS
Starting: Wednesday 9th November 2005
Who is wise? He who learns from everyone. We invite

THUF!SDAY LUNCHTIME RECITALS
1.15pm-2pm . Strudel Caf6 open all day.

you to join over loo adults from within and beyond our
community for an inspiring month of fun, inclusive and
diverse learning hosted by New North London
Synagogue. Study for two invigorating hours with
superb teachers from the UK and Israel.
Tel: NNLS 020 8346 8560

Telephone June Lewis 020 8349 5724

Email : nnll@nnls-masorti.org.uk

julian.resnick@reformjudaim.org.uk

or David Jacobs 020 8349 5643
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